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Geography and physical geography
General Aims
The chapter Geography and physical geography states subjects about the nature,
the history, and the future of geography and physical geography. This lesson also
teaches several common and key words in geography moreover helps you to better
translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of geography and its subfields and do the
comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know structural sentences and do the related exercises.

Pre- Reading Questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following questions:
1-What is definition of geography?
2- Do you know what are the differences between physical and human geography?
3-Can you name links of remotely sensed images?
4- Can you name some of the phenomena which are studying in physical and
human geography?

What is geography and physical geography?
Physical geography studies natural features and phenomena on the earth from a
spatial perspective. it is Sub discipline of geography. Most individuals define
geography as a field of study that deals with maps. This definition is only partially
correct. A better definition of geography may be the study of natural and human
constructed phenomena relative to a spatial dimension.
The discipline of geography has a history that stretches over many centuries. Over
this time period, the study of geography has evolved and developed into an important
form of human scholarship. Geography consists of at least two different sub-fields:
Physical geography and human geography. The following table helps to make
differences between them. This table describes some of the phenomena or elements
studied by each of these sub-fields of knowledge.

Table 1- Some of the phenomena studied in physical and human geography.
Physical Geography
Human Geography
Rocks and Minerals

Population

Landforms

Settlements

Soils

Economic Activities

Animals

Transportation
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Plants

Recreational Activities

Water

Religion

Atmosphere

Political Systems

Rivers and other Water
Bodies

Social Traditions

Environment

Human Migration

Climate and Weather

Agricultural Systems

Oceans

Urban Systems

Geography is also a discipline that integrates a wide variety of subject matters.
Almost any area of human knowledge can be examined from a spatial perspective.
Figure 1 describes some of the main sub-disciplines within human and physical
geography. Physical geography's primary sub-disciplines study the earth's atmosphere
(meteorology and climatology), animal and plant life (biogeography), physical
landscape (geomorphology), soils (pedology), and waters (hydrology). Some of the
dominant areas of study in human geography include: human society and culture
(social and cultural geography), behavior (behavioral geography), economics
(economic geography), politics (political geography), and urban systems (urban
geography).

Major sub-disciplines of physical and human geography
The graphic model in the figure indicates that the study of geography can also
involve a holistic synthesis. Holistic synthesis connects knowledge from a variety of
academic fields in both human and physical geography. For example, the study of the
enhancement of the earth's greenhouse effect and the resulting global warming
requires a multidisciplinary approach for complete understanding. The fields of
climatology and meteorology are required to understand the physical effects of
greenhouse gases to the atmosphere's radiation balance. The field of economic
geography provides information on how various forms of human economic activity
contribute to the emission of greenhouse gases through fossil fuel burning and landuse change. Combining the knowledge of these academic areas gives us a more
comprehensive understanding of why this serious environmental problem occurs.
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Scope of physical geography
We have now learned that physical geography examines and investigates natural
phenomena spatially. We can now suggest that physical geography studies the
spatial patterns of weather and climate, soils, vegetation, animals, water in all its
forms, and landforms. Physical geography also examines the interrelationships of
these phenomena to human activities. This sub-field of geography is academically
known as the human-land tradition. Thus, physical geography's scope is much
broader than the simple spatial study of nature. It also involves the investigation of
how humans are influencing nature.
Geography as an Environmental Science
Can geography be as an environmental science? First we have to know environment.
Webster's 9th Collegiate Dictionary defines Environment "... as the complex of
physical, chemical, and biotic factors (such as climate, soil, and living things) that
act upon an organism or an ecological community and ultimately determines its
form and survival".
Both human and physical geography provide an important intellectual
background for studying the environment. Many environmental studies/science
programs offered by universities and colleges around the world rely on the
information found in various geography courses to help educate their students about
the state of the environment
Future of Physical Geography
The following list describes some of the important future trends in physical
geography research:
(1). Continued development of applied physical geography for the analysis and
correction of human-induced environmental problems. A student of applied physical
geography uses theoretical information from the field of physical geography to
manage and solve problems related to natural phenomena found in the real world.
(2). Remote Sensing - Advances in technology have caused the development of
many new instruments for the monitoring of the Earth's resources and environment
from airborne and space platforms. The most familiar use of remote sensing
technology is to monitor the earth's weather for forecasting. See the following links
for examples of remotely sensed images:
o
Google Maps
o
Google Earth
o
France - SPOT Image
o
USA - Landsat
o
USA - MODIS
o
USA - ASTER
o
Canada - Radarsat
o
GOES
o
USA EROS Data Center
(3). Geographic Information Systems - A geographic information system (GIS)
merges information in a computer database with spatial coordinates on a digital map.
Geographic information systems are becoming increasingly more important for the
management of resources.
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Common Words: Definition and Translation
word
Understanding (n.)

Phenomena (n.) [pl]

Spatial (adj.)

Scholarship (n.)

Population (n.)
Settlements (n.)

Recreational Activities (adj.&
n.)
Religion (n.)

Political (adj.)

Social Traditions (adj.& n.)
Agricultural Systems (n.)
Holistic synthesis (adj. & n.)

Enhancement (n.)

Emission (n.)

Combine (v.)

Definition
comprehension, ability to
comprehend,
ability
to
perceive or grasp; thorough
knowledge of something;
mutual agreement (often
preliminary or tacit)
Event or circumstance that
can be observed; something
unusual; something detected
by the senses
or pertaining to space,
occurring in space (also
special)
financial grant given to a
student to subsidize the cost
of
education;
learning
acquired through education,
schooling, erudition
Total number of people living
in an area
Act of populating an area,
colonization; small town,
community
Pertaining
to
leisure,
pertaining
to
relaxing
activities
collection
of
beliefs
concerning the origin of man
and the universe, faith
of or relating to the state or
its government; pertaining to
politics,
concerned
with
politics
Custom of public
Method of pertaining to
farming
Combining
of
separate
elements into a complete
whole that focusing on the
connection between parts of
a whole
Intensification; improvement;
increasing of the value of
A natural or anthropogenic
discharge
of
particulate,
gaseous, or soluble waste
material or pollution into the
air
Unite, join; come together;
become one
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(Translation

Key words: definition and translation
word
Applied Physical Geography
(adj.& n.)

Remote Sensing (adj.& n.)

Human-Land Tradition (n.)

Global Warming (adj.& n.)

Greenhouse Effect (n.)

Meteorology (n.)

Climatology (n.)

Biogeography (n.)

Geomorphology(n.)

Definition
The field of Applied Physical
Geography uses theoretical
information from the various
fields of Physical Geography
to
manage
and
solve
problems related to natural
phenomena found in the real
world.
The gathering of information
from an object or surface
without direct contact
Academic tradition in modern
Geography that investigates
human interactions with the
environment
Warming of the Earth's
average global temperature
because of an increase in the
concentration of greenhouse
gases.
A
greater
concentration in greenhouse
gases in the atmosphere is
believed to result in an
enhancement
of
the
greenhouse effect.
The
greenhouse
effect
causes the atmosphere to
trap more heat energy at the
Earth's surface and within
the atmosphere by absorbing
and re-emitting long wave
energy. Of the long wave
energy emitted back to
space, 90% is intercepted
and absorbed by greenhouse
gases.
The scientific study of the
atmosphere
and
its
associated phenomena.
Scientific study of the Earth's
climate over long time spans
(greater than several days).
May
also
involve
the
investigation of climate's
influence on the biotic and
the a biotic environment
Field of physical geography
that studies the spatial
pattern of living organisms.
The
study
of
the
arrangement and form of the
earth's crust and of the
relationship between these
physical features and the
geologic structures beneath.
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(Translation

Pedology (n.)
Hydrology (n.)
Human Geography (adj.& n.)

Physical
n.)

Geography (adj.&

The scientific study of soils
Field of physical geography
that studies the hydrosphere
Field of knowledge that
studies
human-made
features and phenomena on
the Earth from a spatial
perspective. Sub-discipline of
Geography.
Field of knowledge that
studies natural features and
phenomena on the Earth
from a spatial perspective.
Sub discipline of Geography

Grammatical points:

:

Subject + verb + object or (subject compliments)
Rivers erode the slopes of mountains.
Rivers are kinds of landforms.

Subject + verb + object+ adverbs (Adverbs of manner, Adverbs of place,
Adverbs of time)
Rivers erode the slopes of mountains strongly in the humid region now.

:

Rivers can erode the slopes of mountains strongly in the humid region now.

1- Both human and physical geography provide an important intellectual
background for studying the environment
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2- Academics studying physical geography and other related earth sciences
are rarely generalists.
3- Physical geography examines the interrelationships of these phenomena
to human activities
4- This table describes some of the phenomena or elements studied by each
of these sub-fields of knowledge

subject

Both human and
physical geography

main
verb

an important intellectual background
provide for studying the environment

Academics studying
physical geography and
other related earth
sciences

are

Physical geography

examines

This table

Object

rarely generalists

the interrelationships of these
phenomena to human activities
some of the phenomena or elements
describes studied by each of these sub-fields of
knowledge
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Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1- What does physical geography study?
A- remote sensing
B- natural features
C- human constructed
D- urban system
2- What phenomena are studying in human geography?
A- Agricultural system
B- plants
C- Animals
D- rivers and other water bodies
3- Biogeography studies
.
A- Human Migration
B- Political Systems
C- Climate and Weather
D- animal and plant life
4- The study of geography involves .
A- Human phenomena
B- Holistic synthesis
C- physical phenomena
D- Academic matter
5- The sub field of geography that examines the interrelationships of
physical phenomena and human activities is known .
A- Social traditions
B- Religion
C- environmental science
D- human-land tradition
6. merges information in a computer database with spatial coordinates
on a digital map.
A- Remote sensing
B- I.T. technology
C- G.I.S
D- Applied geography
7- The scientific study of soil is
A- pedology
B- geomorphology
C- hydrology
D- climatology

2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
religion, social traditions, spatial, phenomena, combine
1- The
. Harvester is a machine that harvests grain crops.
2- .. is relating to space.
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3- The four largest .. groups by population are Christianity, Islam,
Buddhism and Hinduism
4- Clouds, water and dust are a part of atmospheric .
5- Iranian architecture is one of Iranian ..

3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
Climatology, human geography, geomorphology, greenhouse gases,
physical geography
1- Human activity like the industrial revolution has increased the
amount of ..
2- .. is a branch of atmospheric sciences
3- The study of characteristics, origins and development of
landforms is .
4.. is a branch of the social sciences.
Key questions:
1-A- Comprehension

Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

A

B

C

D

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

2-A- Common words exercises
1
combine
2
spatial
3
religions
4
phenomena
5
Social traditions
3-A- Key words exercises
1
greenhouse gases
2
climatology
3
geomorphology
4
human geography

Part B: Please analysis and translate the following text
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1Geography consists of at least two different sub-fields: Physical
geography and human geography. The following table also helps to make the
differences between these two types of geography more apparent. This table
describes some of the phenomena or elements studied by each of these subfields of knowledge.
2- Webster's 9th Collegiate Dictionary defines Environment "... as the
complex of physical, chemical, and biotic factors (such as climate, soil, and
living things) that act upon an organism or an ecological community and
ultimately determines its form and survival".
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Geomorphology
General Aims
The chapter Geomorphology states subjects about branches of geomorphology,
landforms, effects of climates upon landforms and applied geomorphology. This
lesson also teaches several common and key words in geography moreover helps you
to better translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of geomorphology and it's subfields and do the
comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of subject in sentences and do the related exercises.

Pre- Reading Questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- How is landscape built up?
2- What are practical applications of geomorphology?
3- How does climate and geomorphology relate to each other?
4- Do you know what kinds of landforms exist?
What is geomorphology?
Geomorphology (from Greek: , ge, "earth";
, morfé, "form"; and
, logos, "knowledge") is the scientific study of landforms and the
processes that shape them. Geomorphologists seek to understand landform
history and dynamics, and predict future changes through a combination of
field observation, physical experiment, and numerical modeling.
Geomorphology is practiced within geology, geodesy, geography, archaeology,
and civil and environmental engineering. Early studies in geomorphology are
the foundation for pedology, one of two main branches of soil science.
Landforms evolve in response to a combination of natural and anthropogenic
processes. The landscape is built up through tectonic uplift and volcanism.
Denudation has been occurred by erosion and mass wasting, which produces
sediment that is transported and deposited elsewhere within the landscape or
off the coast. Landscapes are also lowered by subsidence, either due to
tectonics or due to physical changes in underlying sedimentary deposits. These
processes are each influenced differently by climate, ecology, and human
activity.
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Different landforms
Geomorphology is divided into three branches
Structural Geomorphology Tectonic is one of the important factors of
deformation of geological structures such as curvatures. Under the influence of
the earth s inner dynamic, the crust moves and deforms.
Dynamic Geomorphology The landscape has evolved over geologic and
shorter time scales to produce the topographic surface we see today. Landforming processes are governed by differences in rock strength, moisture
availability, vegetation patterns, and slopes created by tectonic motions. In
addition to the tectonic and volcanic processes discussed above, a number of
competing land-forming processes modify topography, including sedimentation
and erosion by river systems, land subsidence, coastal erosion and landslides.
Climatic geomorphology also known as climatomorphology, this is the
association of types of landform with different climates, as when the processes
in particular climatic zones form specific landforms e.g. periglacial landforms
in tundra climates.
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climatomorphology of preglacial
The relationship between climate and geomorphology
Landscapes experiencing different types of climate are subject to very
different types of weathering. In cold, mountain areas, glaciations is the
dominant shaping force at work; water is the main weathering agent in warm,
humid coastal and river regions; and wind erosion is responsible for shaping
many of the landforms in dry deserts.
Landforms
Landforms like valleys, plateaus, mountains, plains, hills, loess, or glaciers
are natural features of the landscape or natural physical features of the earth's
surface. Valleys and plains are described
Valleys- A valley is a hollow or surface depression of the earth bounded by
hills or mountains. Valleys also are natural troughs in the earth's surface that
slopes down to a stream, lake or the ocean, Valleys are formed by water and/or
ice erosion. Systems of valleys extend through plains, hills, and mountains.
Rivers and streams flowing through valleys drain interior land regions to the
ocean. At the bottom of many valleys is fertile soil, which makes excellent
farmland. Most valleys on dry land are formed by running water of streams and
rivers .The bottom of a valley is called its floor. Most floors slope downstream.
Mountain valleys usually have narrow floors. The part of the floor along
riverbanks is called flood plain. A valley's sides are called valley walls or
valley slopes. A valley wall is the side slope of a stream or glacial valley. Rain,
frost, wind are loosening materials which fall into the stream and are carried
away.
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The form of a valley depends upon the rate at which deepening and
widening goes on. V-shaped valleys are caused by forces such as erosion and
rivers. Valleys are not at all formed by rivers. Valleys that are not V-shaped
were formerly occupied by glaciers and are characteristically U-shaped, formed
by the huge bodies of ice that moved along; they carved the valleys as they
passed, carrying away giant boulders and huge amounts of debris. Valleys are
usually in a U-shaped form. Narrow deep valleys are sometimes called
canyons. A valley has two characteristics, one is low land and another is being
formed between hills or mountains. Valleys in low areas have an average slope;
in the mountains, valleys are deep and narrow.
Erosion by rivers is a main valley-forming process; other processes, such as
movement of the earth's crust and glaciers, also have an important part in some
cases. The rate at which a river deepens its valley depends on several factors.
One factor is how fast the water is going down a channel. The water will
generally reach a maximum at the point where the slope is steep. One more
factor is the resistance of material through where the river channel is cutting.
At the same time that a channel cuts down a valley floor, erosion carries soil
and sediment down the valley slopes toward the channel. A river can remove
all the material supplied easily, from the slopes and from upstream. It can
continue to cut even more deeply into the bed and increase the steepness of the
sides. If material can be supplied to the channel faster than it can be carried
away, then the excess material accumulates on the valley floor. Steep sided
valleys are often found in young mountain areas where the land is still being
lifted to create mountains. Steep sided valleys occur because the uplift tends to
increase the channel slope, which in turn causes the river to cut more rapidly
into its bed.
Over long periods of time, mountains are created by tremendous forces in
the earth with a steep top usually shaped up to a peak or ridge. Mountains occur
more often in oceans than on land; some islands are the peaks of mountains
coming out of the water. Mountains are formed by volcanism, erosion, and
disturbances or uplift in the earth's crust. Most geologists believe that the
majority of mountains are formed by geological forces heat and pressure
producing changes under the earth's crust and movements in the earth's crust.
They call these movement plate tectonics. This theory sees the crust of the
earth divided into a number of vast rigid plates that move about at the rate of a
few centimeters a year. The uplift is caused by the collision of plates below the
earth's surface that triggers various geologic processes that produce this crustal
uplift. Other processes are caused by horizontal compression that is the
deformation of crustal strata which produces folds or wrinkles. The Himalayas,
for example, were raised by the compression that accompanied collision of the
Indian plate with the Eurasian plate. Another example is Europe's Alps and
Jura mountains which were also formed by horizontal compression, generated
in their case by collision with the African plate and the Eurasian plate.
Some ranges of low mountains are raised by non-tectonic processes, and are
caused by sculpturing effects of differential erosion. Erosion occurs when
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wind, rain and ice are present. Mountains are impacted by erosion through the
combined action of wind, rain and ice changing the shapes of the mountains.
Volcanism causes mountains to form. Examples of mountains formed by
periodically dangerous volcanic action are Mount Ranier and Mount Saint
Helens in the United States, Mount Erebus in Antarctica, Mount Vesuvius in
Italy, and Mount Fuji in Japan. Many of these volcanic mountains have summit
craters that still emit steam and debris; others that no longer show signs of
volcanic activity may only be dormant, not extinct. Shield volcanoes found in
Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea in Hawaii are less spectacular even when quite
high.
Plains: Plains are broad, nearly level stretches of land that have no great
changes in elevation. Plains are generally lower than the land around them;
they may be found along a coast or inland. Coastal plains generally rise from
sea level until they meet higher landforms such as mountains or plateaus.
Inland plains may be found at high altitudes.
Plant life on plains is controlled by the climate. Thick forests usually thrive
on plains in humid climates; grasslands cover fairly dry plains such as the Great
Plains in the United States. Plains are usually well populated because the soil
and terrain are good for farming, and roads and railways are easily built
between rural towns and cities.
A coastal plain is a stretch of lowland along a seacoast which slopes toward
the sea. In most cases, such a plain may be an elevated part of the ocean floor.
Solid materials are carried off by rivers or waves from other coastal plains;
these materials are deposited along the shore extending the coast seaward. The
Atlantic Coastal Plain is a good example of a fertile and well populated coastal
plain. It lies along the eastern shore of North America from Nova Scotia to
Florida. The sharp upward slope of the land along the plain's inland edge is
called the fall line. Coastal plains generally have a few poor harbors, but the
mouth of rivers along the Atlantic seacoast have produced some fine harbors.
A flood plain is the floor of a river valley beyond the riverbed. A flood plain
is formed of mud, sand, and silt that are left behind when the river overflows its
banks. These materials are carried off by the river as it erodes the land
upstream. A river in flood conditions can carry a large amount of eroded
material, which the overflow waters deposit onto the flood plain.
Applied geomorphology: Geomorphology has traditionally focused on the
study of landforms and on the processes involved in their formation. Applied
geomorphology is the practical application of this study to a range of
environmental issues, both in terms of current problems and of future
prediction. Applied geomorphology provides a strategic tool for informed
decision-making in public policy development and in environmental resource
management. Key areas of application include specific environmental settings,
such as the coastal zone or dry land environments; the impacts of land use and
management practice on earth surface processes; and areas susceptible to
natural hazards. Geomorphology has several applications in settings of this
type. An understanding of coastal landforms and the processes acting upon
them can be used to map areas at risk from cliff failure, beach erosion, and
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flooding. An understanding of the geomorphology of the coastal zone can also
be used to predict the effects of modifying the coastal system.
River-management strategies for flood alleviation have often adopted
engineering solutions concentrated in particular river reaches, which are
usually in areas of urban development. Geomorphology has been applied to
river restoration to recreate an integrated river management strategy within
artificially created river systems, maximizing biodiversity while controlling
river-flow conditions. Applied geomorphology uses a holistic approach to river
response at a catchment-wide scale; the basis here is an understanding of the
relationships between river form and process, sediment transport, and the
important role of river-bank (riparian) vegetation.
Certain landscapes have specific properties that impinge on our use and
development of the environment. In cold environments, the presence of ground
ice leads to problems in construction, communication, and housing. In
permafrost zones, the ground is permanently frozen except for the upper layers
of the soil, which thaw in the summer. The upper soil, known as the active
layer, is subject to repetitive cycles of freezing and thawing, making it
geomorphologically active. The ground within the active layer will suffer
heaving and deformation, disrupting communications and making road
construction impracticable. Applied geomorphology can be used in mapping
the active layer and ground ice in areas with differing rocks and sediments.
This information is then used to evaluate the problems that are likely to affect
these areas. Applied geomorphology is consequently essential in land-use
planning and site evaluation, in order to recognize such potential problems as
land subsidence, slope instability, and impacts on natural drainage systems.
Land used for agricultural production may suffer from degradation and
desertification as a result of soil erosion, landsliding, and over-extraction of
water for irrigation. Applied geomorphology uses an understanding of the
relationships between surface conditions, climate, vegetation, and soil erosion
to advise farmers and politicians on how to improve land management for
sustainable
use
of
land
and
water
resources.
Natural hazards such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and mudflows present
a significant risk to the population of the surrounding area. Geomorphologic
mapping can be used to assess the present condition of the landscape and
provide a hazard map. The expression of a disaster may result in one settlement
having significantly different risk assessment. This application of
geomorphological analysis is of significant interest to the emergency services
and
the
insurance
industry.
In this way, applied geomorphology has a key role in managing the
environment to minimize potential degradation of land, water, and natural
resources.
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Common words: Definition and Translation
word
Accumulates(v.)

Advise (v.)
Carry(v.)
Carved (adj.)
Carve (v.)

Communication (n.)
Construction (n.)
Deformation (n.)
Depends upon(v.)

Destructive (adj.)

disrupting (v)
Disturbance(n)
expand (v)
Experience(v)
impracticable (adj)
Impressive (adj)
Incision(n)
Land-use Planning (n)

Onshore (adj, adv)

Definition
Fill, stuff stow

(Translation

counsel, offer guidance;
notify, inform
Take away, transport,
bear
formed by carving;
artistically cut from wood or
stone,
sculpt, shape; cut, slice
exchange of information
or ideas; transfer
act of building; something
that has been built
is a change in shape due
to an applied force
contingent on; rely upon

Something
that
is destructive causes great
damage
interrupt, break up, cut
off
Derangement,
perturbation
To increase the size,
volume, quantity
try; live through; feel;
endure
cannot be carried out, not
practicable
grand, imposing, striking,
magnificent
cut; act of cutting into
something
The
systematic
assessment of land and
water potential,
on the beach, on dry
ground

Over-extraction (n)
Pedestal (n)
period(n)
Politicians (n)
Rebounds(n v)

Region(n)

base, foundation; stand
Interval, era
someone
involved
in
politics
spring back, bounce back

area,

territory,
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domain;

Resistance
Retreats (v),(n)
Sculpted (v)

Sparsely (adv)
Steepness (n)

Triggers(v.)
Sustainable (adj.)
Repetitive (adj.)

field, area of activity or
interest, sphere
Stability, permanency
draw back, withdraw, pull
back, depart
create by shaping stone
or wood or any other hard
material
in a thinly scattered
manner; scantily
quality of being steep,
state of having an almost
vertical slope an almost
vertical slope
start, precipitate, initiate;
activate; fire a weapon
capable of being sustained,
maintainable

,

characterized by
repetition, recurrent

Key words: Definition and Translation
word

Definition
(Translation

Abrasion (n.)

Altitudes(n.)
Anthropogenic
Processes(adj.&n.)

Archaeology(n.)
Canyons(n.)

Physical wearing and grinding of a surface
through friction and impact by material
carried in air, water, or ice.
Height, elevation,
the course of human activities on the
physical landscape it; for example, the
effects of agriculture, dam construction and
deforestation on processes of fluvial erosion,
transport and sedimentation
study of ancient cultures through their
artifacts,
A narrow, deep, rocky, and steep-walled
valley carved by a swift moving
river.

Climate (n.)

weather conditions; surrounding conditions

Cloudbursts (n.)
Denudation(n.)

sudden heavy rainfall
The laying bare of underlying rocks by the
processes of weathering, transport, and
erosion

Depression(n.)
Desertification (n.)

Earthquakes (n.)
Ecology(n.)

the gradual transformation of habitable land
into desert; is usually caused by climate
change or by destructive use of the land
is the result of a sudden release of energy in
the Earth's crust that creates seismic waves
(Biology, Sociology) study of the relationship
between organisms and their environment
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Environmental
Engineering (n.)

Erosion (n.)
Eruptions (n.)
Estuary (n.)

Evaporation (n.)

Exfoliation (n.)
Fertile soil(n.)
Flash floods (n.)

Flood plain(n.)

(especially pertaining to issues such as
pollution),
is the application of science and engineering
principles to improving the environment (air,
water, and/or land resources)
gradual wearing away of the Earth by wind
or water; disintegration; deterioration
act or instance of bursting forth suddenly;
act or instance of breaking out
the wide part of a river where it nears the
sea; fresh and salt water mix

The physical process by which a liquid, such
as water is transformed into a gaseous
state, such as water vapor
is a weathering process, removal of several
layers of the epidermis
sudden
flood
caused
by
intense rainfall associated
a thunderstorm,
multiple training thunderstorms
An area of nearly flat land bordering a
stream or river that is
naturally subject to periodic flooding.

the
with
or

Fracture (n.),(v.)

cause a break (i.e. in a bone); break, split,
crack; be broken, be split, be cracked

Geodesy(n.),

branch of science dealing with the
measurement of land and determination of
geographical points
scientific study of the physical features of
the Earth's surface (such as climate,
population, land use, etc.);
study of the history and development of the
Earth's crust
the process of covering the earth with
glaciers or masses of ice
Term & weight

Geography(n.)

Geology(n.)
Glaciations (n.)
Heat and
Pressure(n.)
Heaving (n.), (v.)
Hill(n.)

Lagoons (n.)

Landforms (n.)

act of lifting or raising; rhythmic rising and
falling
A highland that rises up to 1,000 feet (305
meters) above its surroundings, has a
rounded top, and is less rugged in outline
than a mountain.
shallow body of water which is cut of from
the sea by sand dunes; pond, small body of
water
A recognizable, naturally formed feature on
the Earth's surface. Landforms have a
characteristic shape and can include such
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Landscape(n.)
Load (n.)

Loess( adv)

Mass wasting(n.)

Mature (adj.),(v.)

large
features
as
plains,
plateaus,
mountains, and valleys, as well as smaller
features such as hills, eskers, and canyons
view, scenery; photograph of scenery
The amount of material that a transporting
agency, such as a stream, a glacier, or the
wind, is actually carrying at a given time
a German word meaning loose ) is a
deposit of fine, yellowish-gray, silty
sediment.
The movement down slope of rock
fragments and soil under the influence of
gravity
Grow, ripe; full-grown, adult; fully developed

Mountain(n.)

A landmass that rises 1,000 feet (305
meters) or more above its surroundings and
has steep sides meeting in a summit that is
much narrower in width than the base of the
landmass.

Mudflows(n.)

Mudflow or mudslide is the most rapid (up to
80 km/ h / 50 mph) and fluid type of
downhill mass wasting. It is a rapid
movement of a large mass of mud formed
from loose earth and water
Natural phenomena that produce negative
effects on life

Natural hazard
(adj.& n.)
Numerical
modeling(adj.& n.)
Overflow(n.)
Pedology(n.)
Permafrost (n.)

plain(n.)

: uses mathematical language to describe a
system
Uprising, outbreak, insurgence
study of soils;
The part of the earth's surface that is
permanently frozen. Permanently frozen
subsoil, occurring throughout the polar
regions and locally in perennially frigid areas
A plain may be defined broadly as any
lowland area that is level or gently sloping or
rolling.

plate tectonics(n.)

The geologic theory that Earth s crust is
composed of rigid
plates that float toward or away from each
other, either directly or
indirectly, shifting continents, forming
mountains and new ocean crust,
and stimulating volcanic eruptions.

plateau(n.)

A relatively level, large expanse of land that
rises some 1,500 feet (457 meters) or more
above its surroundings and has at least one
steep side.

Precipitation (n.)

condensed moisture that falls from the sky
(i.e. rain, snow, hail, etc.)
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Rain shadow(n.)

Salt marshes (n.)
Shatters (v.)
Shedding ( n).
Shield
volcanoes(n.)

Slope instability
(n.)
Subsidence(n.)
Tectonic uplift
(adj.& n.)

Terminal
moraine(adj.& n.)
Thaw (n.) , (v.)

Till(n.)

an area that has little precipitation because
some barrier causes the winds to lose their
moisture before reaching it
salt swamp, wetland area containing salt
water
splinters, fragments, break to pieces
casting off; removing, v. pour, cause a liquid
to flow
A volcanic cone formed
from basic LAVA and characterized by a
large
basal diameter and very gentle slopes. For
example, Mauna Loa in Hawaii

gradual sinking of land caused by natural
shifts or human activity
is a geological process most often caused by
plate tectonics which increases elevation.
The opposite of uplift is subsidence, which
results in a decrease in elevation.
also called end moraine, is a moraine that
forms at the end of a glacier
process of thawing, process of melting;
warm spell, period characterized by warm
weather, be defrosted, be softened
A random mixture of finely crushed rock,
sand, pebbles, and boulders
deposited by a glacier.

Tremendous
Forces(adj.& n.)
Valley(n.)

Enormous force, wonderful force

Volcanism(n.)

volcanic processes and phenomena

Ventifacts (n.)

rill stone, stone whose surface has been
worn down by erosion caused by winddriven sand (Geology)

Is a relatively large hollow or depression
bounded by hills or mountains on Earth s
surface that is developed by stream erosion
or glacial activity and that is drained
externally.
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Grammatical point:
(Subject )

table , dog , teacher , America

abstract
decision
bottle
water ,

concrete noun
car
person
noun
countable noun
uncountable noun

happiness
, song , dollar
music , money

Examples:
Deserts are arid areas of land.
Landforms evolve in response to a combination of natural and
anthropogenic processes

( We , You ,They)

(I ,You , She/He, It)

Example: It is a rapid movement of a large mass of mud formed from
loose earth and water

That + Noun
A/An/The + Noun
Adjective

+ noun

Noun + verb + ing (adjective)
Example:
A coastal plain is a stretch of lowland along a seacoast.
Applied geomorphology has a key role in managing the environment
Extreme temperature variations of up to 30C between day and
night are typical of desert climates
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Natural hazards such as volcanic eruptions, earthquakes, and mudflows
present a significant risk to the population of the surrounding area

subject

main verb

Natural hazards such
as volcanic eruptions,
earthquakes, and
mudflows

present

Object / subject
compliment
a significant risk to the
population of the
surrounding area.

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- comprehension exercises
Choose the correct answer
1-denudation has been occurred by:
A- Tectonic uplift
B- volcanism
C- erosion
D- earth s inner dynamic
2- What is the main agent in warm humid coastal weather?
A- Water
B- wind erosion
C-Temperature
B- mudflow
3- What is the usual characteristics of mountain valleys?
A- U-shaped
B- Fertile soil
C-plains
D- narrow floor
4- The uplift cased by
A- Non- tectonic process
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B- differential erosion
C-collision of plate
D- horizontal compression
5- What is the floor of a river valley beyond the riverbed?
A- Flood plain
B- coastal plain
C-inland plain
D- Structural plain
6- What are the problems in permafrost zones?
A- Presence of ground ice
B- degradation
C-desertification
D- heaving and deformation
2-A-Common words exercises
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of one of the following list:
Expand, Destructive, disrupting, Region, Repetitive ,steepness,
1- sun is .to the skin
2- The liquid and contracts with changes in temperature.
3- The stairs are very .
4-The bird returns to this every year
5-She left the job because the work was too .
When disrupting communications, road construction is impracticable.
3-A-Key words exercises
Fill in the blanks with the correct form of one of the following list:
Valley, glacier, rivers, hazard map, plains, wind erosion, water,
anthropogenic
1- Geomorphologic mapping can be use to provide a
2- Erosion by
. is a main valley forming process.
3is hollows surface depression of the earth bounded by hills or
mountains.
4.. is responsible for shaping many of the landforms in dry
desert.
5- Landforms evolve
in response to a combination of natural and
..process.

Please analyze and translate with attention to "subject"
1Opening topics establish working definitions for the relationship
between climate and geomorphology, landforms and applied
geomorphology.
2- Applied geomorphology has a key role in managing the environment to
minimize potential degradation of land, water, and natural resources.
3- Their landforms are shaped by wind erosion, wind transport, episodic
flooding, and evaporation.
4- River-management strategies for flood alleviation have often adopted
engineering solutions concentrated in particular river reaches
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1-A- comprehension exercises
question
A
B
1
×
2
3
×
4
×
5
6
2-A-Common words exercises
Destructive
1
Expands
2
Steepness
3
Region
4
Repetitive
5
3-A-Key words exercises
1
hazard map
2
Rivers
3
Valleys
4
Wind erosion
5
Anthropogenic

C

D

×
×

×
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Plate Tectonics
General Aims
The chapter plate tectonics states subjects about lithosphere plates and their
movements, results of plate tectonic, necotectonic and isostasy. This lesson also
teaches several common and key words in geography moreover helps you to better
translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of plate tectonics and neotectonics and do the
comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of object in sentences and do the related exercises.

Pre-reading questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- What are relationships between the lithosphere and plate tectonics?
2-Can you explain the results of plate tectonics?
3- What is the meaning of Neotectonic?
4- What is Isostasy?

What is plate tectonics?
Plate tectonics involves the formation, lateral movement, interaction, and
destruction of the lithospheric plates. Much of earth's internal heat is relieved
through this process and many of earth's large structural and topographic
features are consequently formed. Plate tectonics is the study of how the earth's
plates are driven and shaped by geological forces that keep them in constant
motion. The theory of plate tectonics suggests that the earth's surface is
composed of a number of oceanic and continental plates, driven by convection
currents in the mantle. These plates have the ability to slowly move across the
earth's plastic asthenosphere. This theory is very important to geology and
geomorphology because it helps to explain the occurrence and formation of
mountains, folds, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes, ocean trenches, and the midoceanic ridges. Continental rift valleys and vast plateaus of basalt are created at
plate break up when magma ascends from the mantle to the ocean floor,
forming new crust and separating midocean ridges. Plates collide and are
destroyed as they descend at subduction zones to produce deep ocean trenches,
strings of volcanoes, extensive transform faults, broad linear rises, and folded
mountain belts. Plate tectonics alter the geomorphology of the landscape more
dramatically than any other natural process. For instance, they may create the
steep slopes associated with mountain chains and volcanoes, whose continual
uplift or outpouring of lava contributes more to topography than climate.
Continual fault movements in earthquake-prone areas will also tend to
dominate the landscape more than the modifying effects of erosion.
The plates and their motions
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Earth's lithosphere presently is divided into main and minor plates. There are
usually seven or eight "major" plates as follows: African Plate, Antarctic Plate ,
Indo-Australian Plate, sometimes subdivided into Indian Plate , Australian
Plate) ,Eurasian Plate, North American Plate, South American Plate, Pacific
Plate. There are dozens of smaller plates, the seven largest of which are:
Arabian Plate, Caribbean Plate , Juan de Fuca Plate, Cocos Plate, Nazca Plate
,Philippine Sea Plate, Scotia Plate
Tectonic plates can include continental crust or oceanic crust, and many plates
contain both. For example, the African Plate includes the continent and parts of
the floor of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans. The distinction between oceanic
crust and continental crust is based on their modes of formation. Oceanic crust
is formed at sea-floor spreading centers, and continental crust is formed
through arc volcanism and accretion of terranes through tectonic processes.
Oceanic crust is also denser than continental crust owing to their different
compositions. Oceanic crust is denser because it has less silicon and more
heavier elements ("mafic") than continental crust ("felsic"). Oceanic crust
generally lies below sea level (for example most of the Pacific Plate), while the
continental crust buoyantly projects above sea level.
- Oceanic Lithosphere
The rigid, outermost layer of the Earth comprising the crust and upper mantle is
called the lithosphere. New oceanic lithosphere forms through volcanism in the
form of fissures at mid-ocean ridges which are cracks that encircle the globe.
Heat escapes the interior as this new lithosphere emerges from below. It
gradually cools, contracts and moves away from the ridge, traveling across the
seafloor to subduction zones in a process called seafloor spreading.
- Continental Lithosphere
The continental lithosphere is about 150 kilometers (93 miles) thick with a lowdensity crust and upper-mantle that are permanently buoyant. Continents drift
laterally along the convection system of the mantle away from hot mantle
zones toward cooler ones, a process known as continental drift. The hypothesis
presented by Wegener in 1915, that the continental land-masses have
undergone important shifts of position, notably in the post-Carboniferous
period. It is envisaged that the continents were once united in one
'supercontinent' Pangaea, comprising Laurasia to the north and Gondwanaland
to the south. During the Mesozoic era fragmentation began, and individual
land-masses became increasingly separated. Laurasia comprised North
America and Greenland Europe and much of Asia .The southern continents Africa, South America, Australia, Antarctica, and India - were assembled
together in what is called Gondwana
Types of plate boundaries
The different types of plate boundaries are:
1.
Transform boundaries occur where plates slide or, perhaps more
accurately, grind past each other along transform faults. The San Andreas Fault
in California is an example of a transform boundary exhibiting dextral motion.
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2.

Divergent boundaries occur where two plates slide apart from each
other. Mid-ocean ridges (e.g., Mid-Atlantic Ridge) and active zones of rifting
(such as Africa's Great Rift Valley) are both examples of divergent boundaries.
3.
Convergent boundaries (or active margins) occur where two plates slide
towards each other commonly forming either a subduction zone (if one plate
moves underneath the other) or a continental collision (if the two plates contain
continental crust). Examples of this are the Andes mountain range in South
America and the Japanese island arc.
4.
Plate boundary zones occur where the effects of the interactions are
unclear and the broad belt boundaries are not well defined.

Crustal plate boundaries and kinds of plate margins

Neotectonics
Neotectonics is the study of the motions and deformations of the Earth's crust
(geological and geomorphologic processes) which are current or recent in
geologic time. It is the study of the causes and effects of the movement of the
earth's crust in the Neocene, i.e. the late Cenozoic era. Some restrict the term to
studies since the Miocene; others use it to refer to Quaternary movements
alone. The tectonic events are recent enough to permit a detailed analysis by
differentiated and specific methods, while their results are directly compatible
with seismological observations.
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Isostasy
The outer part of the Earth can be viewed as a water filled balloon - a thin,
flexible cover over deformable material. Pressure applied to the cover forces
the fluid to move away until a new balance is reached. Removal of the
pressure allows the fluid to migrate back, restoring equilibrium. In the context
of glaciers, the pressure is the growth of a continental ice sheet - removal of
the pressure is ice sheet decay. The thin, flexible cover is the Earth's
lithosphere. The subsurface fluid is nearly molten rock at a depth of several
tens to hundreds of kilometers (the asthenosphere).
Isostasy is a state of balance in the Earth's crust whereby equal mass at depth
underlies equal surface mass. Thus where mountains (comprising less dense
SIAL) rise high above the average surface level, their roots similar of less
dense SIAL must penetrating more deeply into the denser SIMA. In general,
continental land-masses can be viewed as 'rafts' of light sial floating on denser
sima. Isostatic adjustment occurs when, as a result of erosion, some of the
sialic mass is removed; there is then a compensatory uplift to restore
equilibrium, young fold mountains undergoing rapid erosion because of their
strong relief. By contrast, oceanic floors, where sediments from the land are
accumulating in large quantities, undergo isostatic depression. It is argued that
such isostatic compensation can occur only by virtue of the lateral transfer of
subcrustal mass from areas of subsidence to areas of elevation. Under
conditions of continental glaciation, a special form of isostatic adjustment
occurs. Crustal depression occurs with the addition of vast weights of ice to the
land. Then, when the ice melts, there is a corresponding recoil of the land, often
known as isostatic re-adjustment. In the UK isostatic readjustment has led to a
relative fall in sea level, particularly along parts of the west coast where
degraded cliffs and raised beaches are common.
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Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Translation
Constant motion (adj&n) Firm movement
coherent group of general
Theory (n.)

Dramatically (adv.)
Dominate (v.)
Fissures (n.)
Emerge (v.)
Contracts (v.)
Buoyant(adj.)
Hypothesis(n.)
Interaction(n.)
Break up (v.)
Ascend(v.)
Sub-discipline (n.)
Differentiated(v.) (adj.)
Compatible (adj.)
Whereby (adv.)
Underlie(s) (v.)
Compensating (adj.)
Rafts (n.)
Equilibrium (n.)

Restore (v.)
By contrast (n.)
Argue(v.)
Virtue(n.)
Recoil(v.)
Readjustment (n.)

assumptions,
body
of
principles belonging to a
certain subject
in a dramatic manner
control, rule, command
narrow
cracks,
narrow
openings;
appear,
come out,
be
revealed
make
smaller;
reduce;
become smaller
floating;
light,
lively;
cheerful, gay
explanation which gives a
reason
for
observed
phenomena,
mutual action, reciprocal
action;
disassemble, take apart
climb, go up; rise up
subordinate
discipline,
division within a field
distinguish,
discriminate;
become different
capable of existing together
in harmony; congruous;
in accordance with, by
place underneath; lie under
compensatory;
rewarding;
recompensing;
primitive boat made from
buoyant
balance, state in which all
forces
act
in
perfect
opposition and cancel the
effects of one another
return, bring back;
Inverse, opposite side
dispute; claim; give reasons
quality; uprightness, integrity
rebound, kick back
new
Remodification;
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adaptation,

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Global tectonics based
Plate tectonics

on a model of
the earth characterized by a small
number (10 25) of semirigid plates
which float on some viscous
underlayer in the mantle; each plate
moves more or less independently
and grinds against the others,
concentrating
most
deformation,
volcanism, and seismic activity along
the periphery.

Oceanic and
continental plates
Mantle(n.)
Asthenosphere (n.)
Earthquakes(n.)
Mid-oceanic ridges
(adj.& n.)

Subduction zones
(n.)

Convection system
(n.)

Carboniferous
period. (n.)
Pangaea (n.)

Supercontinent (n.)
Laurasia (n.)

layer of the earth which lies between
the crust and the core
one of the layers of the interior of the
Earth, upper part of the Earth's
mantle
trembling of the earth (usually
produced by volcanic action or other
forces under the earth's crust)
A process occurringwhere crustal
plates move apart as at the MidAtlantic ridge and other mid-ocean
divergences. Along these boundaries,
large fissures open up, to become
occupied by BASALT upwelling from
the Earth's mantle.
Regions where portions of the earth s
tectonic plates are Diving beneath
other plates, into the earth s interior.
They are defined by deep oceanic
Trenches, lines of volcanoes parallel
to the trenches, and zones of large
earthquakes That extend from the
trenches landward
Heat can also be transferred through
liquids or partial-liquids in the form of
convection currents. Beneath lies the
asthenosphere,
in
which
temperatures are raised and rock
materials reduced in strength, thus
allowing movement laterally of the
overlying plates.
A division of late paleozoic rocks and
geologic
time
including
the
mississippian
and
pennsylvanian
periods
theoretical supercontinent that broke
apart approximately 200 million years
ago and created the current 7
separate continents on Earth
land mass that is composed of more
than one continent
The former supercontinent that
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Translation

Gondwana (n.)

Topographic features
Rift valleys (n.)

Basalt (n.)
Magma(n.)
Neotectonics(n.)
Deformations(n.)
Neogene
Cenozoic era

Miocene

Quaternary

Orogeny (n.)
Seismological (adj.)
Isostasy(n.)

SIAL(n.)

SIMA (n.)

Isostatic adjustment

formed in the northern hemisphere.
A former supercontinent in the
southern hemisphere, that later
joined with laurasia to form the single
continent of pangea.
Kinds of landforms
A fault trough formed in a divergence
zone or other area of tension. A deep,
central cleft with a mountainous floor
in the crest of a midoceanic ridge.
Also known as central valle
dark igneous rock, volcanic rock
molten rock beneath the earth's crust
from which igneous rocks are formed
The study of the most recent
structures and structural history of
the earth s crust, after the Miocene
act
of
deforming,
distortion,
disfigurement
An
interval
of
geologic time
incorporating the Miocene and
Pliocene of the Tertiary period
The youngest of the eras, or major
subdivisions
of
geologic
time,
extending from the end of the
mesozoic era to the present, or
recent.

A geologic epoch of the Tertiary
period, extending from the end of the
Oligocene to the beginning of the
Pliocene.
The second period of the Cenozoic
geologic era, following the Tertiary,
and including the last 2 3 million
years.
The process or processes of mountain
formation
pertaining
to
the
study
of
earthquakes and related phenomena
balance between the gravity which
tends to depress and the buoyancy
which tends to raise a given segment
of the earth's crust
The uppermost layer of rocks in the
Earth's crust, largely granitic in nature
and composed mainly of silica (si) and
aluminium (al) minerals, hence the
term sial.
The layer of rocks in the Earth's crust
underlying the SIAL. It is largely basic
in composition and is composed
mainly of silica (51) and magnesium
(ma) minerals, hence the term sima.
The process in which lateral transport
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(Adj,&n)

Subsidence (n.)

at the surface of the earth by erosion
or deposition is compensated by
lateral movements in a subcrustal
layer.
gradual sinking of land caused by
natural shifts or human activity

Grammatical point
(OBJECT)

for/to

Removal of the pressure allows the fluid to migrate back, restoring
equilibrium.
Examples:

Plate tectonics alter the geomorphology of the landscape
Continents drift laterally along the convection system of the mantle

Plate tectonics involves the formation, lateral movement, interaction, and
destruction of the lithospheric plates
subject
Examples:

The Earth's surface is composed of a number of oceanic and continental
plates
The southern continents - Africa, South America, Australia, Antarctica,
and India - were assembled together in what is called Gondwana

The Solar System itself must be rather older than this.

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1ABCD2A-

Which plate is a major plate?
Cocos
Pacific
Arabian
Philippine sea
generally where does oceanic crust lie?
Above sea level
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BCD3ABCD-

4ABCD5ABCD6ABCD7ABCD-

12345-

Through arc volcanism
Formation center
Below sea level
Which area is not member of Gondwana?
Greenland
Australia
Indiana
Africa
Andes mountain is an example of
Divergent boundaries
Plate boundary zones
convergent boundaries
transformation boundary zones
What is named a state of balance in the Earth's crust?
neotectonics
asthenospher
sial
isostasy
When did Pangaea fragmentation begin?
Mesozoic
Precombrine
Neogen
Quaternary
Oceanic crust is denser because it has .
Less mafic
Less silicon
More silicon
felsic
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
Theory, Contract, Hypothesis, Sub-discipline, Compatible
Their is that watching excessive amounts of television reduces a person's
ability to concentrate. ..
a printer and a computer are said to be .if they can be connected to each
other.
The hot metal ..as it cooled.
Investigators rejected the that the death was accidental.
Social psychology is a .of psychology.
3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
Continental curst, valleys, plateaus, oceanic crust, Orogeny, Subsidence,
seafloor spreading

1- Vast . Of basalt are created at plate breakup.
2.. is formed at sea floor spreading centers.
3- In ..process new lithosphere moves the seafloor to subduction zones.
4.is the motion of a surface as it shifts downward relative to a datum
such as sea-level.
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5-

. is the primary mechanism by which mountains are built on
continents.

Part B: Please delineate object in the following sentences:

1- Continual fault movements in earthquake-prone areas will also tend to
dominate the landscape more than the modifying effects of erosion.
2- They may create the steep slopes associated with mountain chains and
volcanoes
3- Neotectonics is the study of young tectonic events which have occurred or
are still occurring in a given region after its orogeny or after its last significant
tectonic set-up
4- Neotectonics is a subdiscipline of tectonics
5- By contrast, oceanic floors, where sediments from the land are accumulating
in large quantities, undergo isostatic depression
6- Isostatic adjustment occurs when, as a result of erosion, some of the sialic
mass is removed

Key questions:
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
3
×
4
5
6
×
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
hypothesis
2
compatible
3
contracted
4
Theory
5
subdiscipline
3-A- Key words exercises
1
plateaus
2
oceanic crust
3
seafloor spreading
4
Subsidence
5
Orogeny
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C

D
×

×
×

Natural Hazards
General Aims
The chapter natural hazards states subjects about earthquake, volcanic eruptions,
tsunami, flood, landslide and hurricanes This lesson also teaches several common
and key words in geography moreover helps you to better translate specialized texts
about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of natural hazard and do the comprehension
exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (Present Tense) in sentences and do the related
exercises.

Pre-reading questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- What should you know about natural hazard?
2-How does earthquake happen?
3- How to determine the floods recurrence interval?
4- Do you know where landslides occur?

The definition of natural hazard
Natural (environmental) hazard is a natural occurrence (event) that threatens,
or actually causes damage and destruction to human settlements, man-made
structures (such as roads and dams), economic activities (such as agriculture
and mining, etc. The term "natural hazard" refers to all atmospheric,
hydrologic, geologic (especially seismic and volcanic), and wildfire
phenomena that, because of their location, severity, and frequency, have the
potential to affect humans, their structures, or their activities adversely. Among
the most serious environmental hazards are river floods, earthquakes, tsunamis,
volcanic eruptions, landslides and glacial outbursts. It is important to
understand that human intervention can increase the frequency and severity of
natural hazards. For example, when the toe of a landslide is removed to make
room for a settlement, the earth can move again and bury the settlement.
Human intervention may also cause natural hazards where none existed before.
The ways in which people react to such hazards is an important focus in
modern geographical study. It is also worth remembering that there are hazards
(sometimes referred to as technological hazards) entirely due to human
activities. Almost every country and region of the world have been victim of
one form of natural disaster or another, and many citizens of the world will
experience one or more natural disaster in their lifetime.
- Earthquake
Earthquake is a sudden and brief period of intense ground shaking. Earthquakes
are caused by the sudden release of slowly accumulated strain energy along a
fault in the earth's crust . Earthquakes and volcanoes occur most commonly at
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the collision zone between tectonic plates. The point of origin of an earthquake
is called the focus. The point on the ground surface immediately above the
focus is called the epicenter. When an earthquake occurs, shock waves (seismic
waves ) travel outwards like ripples in a pond. There are three types of wave:
(i) primary or P waves, which are the fastest; (ii) secondary or S waves; (iii)
long or L waves, which despite being the slowest are responsible for causing
the greatest destruction because they travel through the crust only Earthquakes
are recorded by seismographs and the time-interval between the arrival of P
and S waves at a seismic station can allow calculation of distance to the
earthquake focus and time of occurrence. The most powerful earthquakes are
associated with major fault-lines - for example, the San Andreas 'megashear',
which gave rise to the great San Francisco earthquake of 1906 and the severe
Turkish earthquake on the Anatolian Fault in 1999. The magnitude of
earthquakes (a term for the total energy released by an earthquake) is measured
by the open-ended Richter Scale, where each point on the scale represents a
x30 increase in the amount of energy release. The effects of an earthquake can
be measured using the Modified Mercalli Scale, which has 12 gradations
indicated by Roman numerals. Earthquakes represent a serious hazard to
human activity accounting for 47% of all fatalities by natural disasters in the
last millennium and 35% of all economic costs. The most severe earthquake of
the last millennium occurred at Shaanxi, China, causing 830,000 people to lose
their lives. Increasingly it is believed that inappropriate building construction
and the lack of emergency preparedness are partly to blame for the sheer scale
of many disasters.
- Volcanic Eruptions
A volcano is a mountain that opens downward to a reservoir of molten the
surface of the earth. Unlike most mountains, which are pushed from below,
volcanoes are built up by an accumulation of their own eruptive products lava,
ashflows and airborne ash and dust. When pressure from gases and the molten
rock becomes strong enough to cause an explosion, eruptions occur. Gases and
rock shoot up through the opening and spill over, or fill the air with lava
fragments. Hazards associated with volcanic eruptions include lava flows,
falling ash and projectiles, mudflows, and toxic gases. Volcanic activity may
also trigger other natural hazardous events including local tsunamis,
deformation of the landscape, floods when lakes are breached or when streams
and rivers are dammed, and tremor-provoked landslides.
Volcanic ash can affect people hundreds of miles away from the cone of
volcano. Several of the deaths from the Mount St. Helens volcano in 1980 were
attributed to inhalation of ash. Volcanic ash can contaminate water supplies,
cause electrical storms and collapse roofs. An erupting volcano can also trigger
tsunamis, flash flood, earthquakes, rockfalls and mudflows. Volcanic products
are used as building or road building materials, as abrasive and cleaning
agents and as raw material for many chemical and industrial uses. Lava ash
makes soil rich in mineral nutrients.
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- Tsunami
A tsunami (pronounced "soo-nahmee") is a series of waves are generated by an
undersea disturbance such as an earthquake. From the area of the disturbance,
the waves will travel outward in all directions, much like the ripples caused by
throwing a rock into a pond . The time between wave crests may be from 5 to
90 minutes, and the wave speed in the open ocean will average 450 miles per
hour. As the waves approach the shallow coastal waters.
Tsunamis travel for considerable distances across the sea as long, low waves
(the wave length may be over 100 km, the wave height as little as 1 m, and the
forward velocity as much as 600 km hr1). As the tsunami approaches the shore,
they appear normal and the speed decrease Then as the tsunami nears the
coastline the wave height increases markedly, and sometimes exceeds 15 m; it
is thus capable of causing immense destruction to coastal settlements and
severe loss of life. For example, the great Krakato eruption of 1883, associated
with seismic disturbances, caused tsunamis that drowned 36,000 people in
coastal villages of Java and Sumatra. in a general sense:
1- Tsunami are caused by an underwater disturbance, usually an undersea
earthquake. Landslides, volcanic eruption and even meteorites can also
generate a tsunami.
2- Tsunamis can originate hundreds or even thousands of miles away from
coastal areas. Local geography may intensify the effect of a tsunami. Areas at
greatest risk are less than 50 feet above sea level and within one mile of the
shoreline
3- People who are near the seashore during a strong earthquake should listen to
a radio for a tsunami warning and be ready to evacuate at once to higher
ground.
4-rapid changes in the water level are an indication of an approaching tsunami.
5- Tsunami arrive as a series of successive "crest" (high water levels) and "
troughs" (low water levels). These successive crest and troughs can occur
anywhere from 5 to 90 minutes apart. They usually occur 10 to 45 minutes
apart.
- Flood
Flood is a period of high discharge of a river resulting from conditions such as:
heavy precipitation intense melting of snow and ice the breaching of natural
barriers (such as ice dams); the collapse of artificial barrages River floods have
been defined as 'events' of such magnitude that the channels cannot
accommodate the peak discharge. In other words, a flood is a flow in excess of
the channel capacity, and results in inundation of low-lying flat land adjacent to
the channel . Floods may occur seasonally (as on the Blue Nile) or at more
irregular intervals depending on the occurrence of individual high-intensity
rainstorms, such as that producing the catastrophic flood at Lynmouth, N
Devon, England, on 18 August
.One important aspect is the prediction of
river floods, in order to aid safe engineering construction of bridges, river
embankments etc. and to avoid the sitting of houses in areas subject to serious
flood hazards. From a study of past records, an attempt is made to determine
the recurrence interval of floods of particular dimensions. In simple terms, the
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largest flood that occurred during the past
year period is likely to be
matched by a corresponding flood during the next 50 years. In reality
prediction is likely to be far more complicated for a variety of reasons The
available period of study may not embrace the truly exceptional flood (the
year flood'); but it is conceivable that such a flood could occur at any
time in the near future. Another factor is the modification of river catchments
by people's actions in deforestation, agriculture, land drainage urbanization,
etc., which may considerably alter the 'probability' of floods of a particular size
The term flood is also used in a wider sense to refer to the inundation of land
by other than river water - for example, as a result of high lake levels resulting
from exceptionally high precipitation, or abnormally high sea-levels, as during
the 'storm surges' in east England in 1953

Tsunami is a dangerous hazard for costal settlements
- Landslide
Landslide is a type of mass movement. Landslides occur when masses of rock,
earth or debris move down a slope. Landslides may be very small or very large
and can move at slow to very high speeds. Many landslides have been
occurring over the same terrain since prehistoric times. They are activated by
storms and human modification of the land. New landslides occur as a result of
rainstorms, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and various human activities.
Landslides are serious geologic hazard common to almost every state in the
United States. It is estimated that nationally they cause up to $2 billion in
damages and from 25 to 50 deaths annually. Globally, landslides cause billions
in damage and thousands of deaths and injuries each year. Individuals can take
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steps to reduce their personal risk. Know about the hazard potential where you
live, take steps to reduce your risk and practice preparedness plans.
Some landslides move slowly and cause damage gradually, whereas others
move so rapidly that they can destroy property and take lives suddenly and
unexpectedly. Gravity is the force driving landslides movement. Factors that
allow the force of gravity to overcome the resistance of earth material to
landslide movement include saturation by water, steepening of slopes by
erosion or construction, alternate freezing or thawing, earthquake shaking and
volcanic eruptions.

Landslides damage to settlements, roads and arable lands

Landslides are typically associated with periods of heavy rainfall or rapid snow
melt and tend to worsen the effects of flooding that often accompanies these
events. In areas burned by forest and brush fires, a lower threshold of
precipitation may initiate landslides.
- Hurricanes
Hurricanes are tropical depressions, which develop into severe storms
characterized by winds directed inward in a spiraling pattern toward the center.
They are generated over warm ocean water at low latitudes and are particularly
dangerous due to their destructive potential, large zone of influence,
spontaneous generation, and erratic movement. Phenomena which are
associated with hurricanes are:
- Winds exceeding 64 knots (74 mi/hr or 118 km/hr), the definition of hurricane
force. Damage results from the wind's direct impact on fixed structures and
from wind-borne objects.
- Heavy rainfall which commonly precedes and follows hurricanes for up to
several days. The quantity of rainfall is dependent on the amount of moisture in
the air, the speed of the hurricane's movement, and its size. On land, heavy
rainfall can saturate soils and cause flooding because of excess runoff (landborne flooding); it can cause landslides because of added weight and
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lubrication of surface material; and/or it can damage crops by weakening
support for the roots.
- Storm surge (explained above), which, especially when combined with high
tides, can easily flood low-lying areas that are not protected.
Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Translation
intimidate, endanger
Threaten (v.)
right away, shortly, at once,
Immediately (adv.)
without delay

Ripple(n.)
Destruction (n.)
Interval (n.)
Arrival (n.)
Gave·rise·to (n.)
Open-ended (adj.)
Millennium (n.)
Fatalities (n.)
Inappropriate (n.)
Sheer scale
Dust (n.)
Attributed to (v.)
Inhalation (n.)
Breaching (v.)
Discharge (n.)

Catastrophic(adj.)
Embrace(v.)
Abnormally (adv.)
Exceptionally (adv.)
Prehistoric (adj.)
Preparedness (n.)
Worsen (v.)

small wave, small undulation
ruin, desolation
space of time between two
events or actions;
reaching,
appearance,
incoming
cause, lead to, bring about,
result in
not closed
unit of time equal to one
thousand years; thousandth
year anniversary
disastrous event, occurrence
which results in death
unsuitable,
incongruous;
unseemly;
improper,
incorrect
Dry solid matter of silt and
clay size
associate with
breathing in
break through, burst into
The volume of water in a
flowing stream that passes a
given location in a unit of
time.
terrible,
disastrous,
calamitous
, hold tight
in an abnormal manner,
irregularly
unusually, in an abnormal
manner,
preceding written historical
records;
old,
ancient,
antiquated, out-of-date
readiness; state of being
prepared
get worse, deteriorate; make
worse
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Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Translation
great sea wave caused by an
Tsunamis (n.)
volcanic
eruptions(Adj&n)
Landslides (n.)
glacial outbursts
(Adj&n)

natural disaster (Adj&n)

Fault (n.)
Focus (n.)
Seismograph (n.)

Magnitude (n.)
Ashflow(n.)
Eruption (n.)
Volcanic ash(Adj&n)

Flood (n.)
Rainstorms(n.)
storm surges (adj&n)
Precipitation (n.)

underwater earthquake or
underwater volcanic eruption
A
volcanic
eruption
characterized by periodic
explosive Events
falling of a mass of earth and
rocks; collapse of a hillside
A short lived but sometimes
catastrophic flood resulting
from the sudden release of
meltwater stored within or on
the surface of a glacier or
ICE SHEET, or from a lake
dammed up against the ice
margin
large-scale
disasters
or
damages which are caused
by the forces of nature
A fracture or fracture zone in
rock along which movement
has occurred.
The center of an earthquake
and the origin of its elastic
waves within the earth
instrument for measuring and
recording
vibrations
of
earthquakes

A measure of the amount of
energy released by an
earthquake
flow of ash caused by
volcanic eruption
act or instance of bursting
forth suddenly;
Fragments less than 2
millimeters (about 1/8 inch)
in diameter of lava or rock
blasted into the air by
volcanic
explosions.
An overflow of water onto
lands that are normally
above local water levels
violent weather with rainfall
large wave result of storm
Water that falls from the
atmosphere
to
earth's
surface in the form of rain,
snow, sleet, or hail.
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Grammatical point
(VERB)
Present Tense

A natural (environmental) hazard is a natural occurrence (event) that threatens,
Subject

to be

or actually causes damage and destruction to human settlements, man-made
structures (such as roads and dams), economic activities (such as agriculture
and mining, etc

to be

to be

threatens, causes
(s)

human settlements, man-made structures (such as roads and dams), economic
activities (such as agriculture and mining) are threatened , by a natural hazard.
The point of origin of an earthquake is called the focus
(Subject)

(Object)
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to be
to be
is, am ,are

The effects of an earthquake can be measured using the Modified Mercalli
Scale

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1ABCD2ABCD3ABCD-

4-

The point of origin of an earthquake is called ..
epicenter
shock wave
focus
fault
This hazard may occur seasonally.
flood
tsunami
volcanic eruptions
earthquake
What factor can intensify the effect of tsunami?
High precipitation
Local topography
Undersea disturbance
earthquake
what happens When masses of rock, earth or debris move down a slope?
hurricanes
volcanic
landslide
glacial outbursts
Landslides are activated by .
Human modification
Winds exceeding 64 knots
Underwater disturbance
The 1000 year flood
Which hazards only occur in tropical area?
earthquake
landslide
hurricanes
tsunami

ABCD5ABCD6ABCD7- which phenomena is associated with hurricanes
A- Ground shaking
B- Winds exceeding 64 knots
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C- Ash flows and airborne ash
D- Human modification
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Threaten, Ripple, Fatalities, Inappropriate, Catastrophic, Preparedness,
1234-

Her informal manner seemed wholly to the occasion.
The military is in a state of ...
A cool breeze .the water.
Katarina hurricane caused many . and several serious injuries.
5- Overfishing .the survival of certain fish species.

3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Seismograph, Rainstorms, storm surges, Precipitation, natural disaster,

glacial outbursts,
1- flood, tornado, hurricane, volcanic eruption, earthquake are kinds of ..
2- Flooding from . causes problems for many settelments.
3- The fallout of water drops or frozen particles from the atmosphere are ..

4-

. are caused primarily by high winds pushing on the ocean's surface.

5- Earthquakes generate waves which can be detected with a sensitive

instrument called a

.

Key questions:
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
2
×
3
×
4
5
×
6
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
inappropriate
2
preparedness
3
rippled
4
fatalities
5
threatens
3-A- Key words exercises
1
natural disaster
2
rainstorms
3
precipitation
4
Storm surges
5
seismograph
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C
×

D

×
×

Part B
1-B-Analysis and translate following sentences

1- Among the most serious environmental hazards are river floods,
earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, landslides and glacial outbursts.
2- When an earthquake occurs, shock waves (seismic waves ) travel outwards
like ripples in a pond
3-Volcanic products are used as building or road building materials, as
abrasive and cleaning agents and as raw material for many chemical and
industrial uses
4-From a study of past records, an attempt is made to determine the recurrence
interval of floods of particular dimensions
2-B- Read carefully the lesson and then analysis and translate ten
sentences
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Erosion
General Aims
The chapter erosion states subjects about erosion causes of erosion, kinds of
erosion processes and relationship between soil erosion and climate change. This
lesson also teaches several common and key words in geography moreover helps you
to better translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of erosion and do the comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (Present Continuous Tense) in sentences and do the
related exercises.

Pre-reading questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- What are causes of erosion?
2-Do human activities affect on erosion process?
3- What are three processes of glacier to eroding?
4- How do you think about relation between climate change and soil erosion?

What is erosion?
Erosion is the carrying away or displacement of solids (sediment, soil, rock
and other particles) usually by the agents of currents such as, wind, water, or
ice by downward or down-slope movement in response to gravity or by living
organisms (in the case of bioerosion). Erosion is distinguished from
weathering, which is the process of chemical or physical breakdown of the
minerals in the rocks. Poor land use practices include deforestation,
overgrazing, unmanaged construction activity and road building. Land that is
used for the production of agricultural crops generally experiences a significant
greater rate of erosion than that of land under natural vegetation. This is
particularly true if tillage is used, which reduces vegetation cover on the
surface of the soil and disturbs both soil structure and plant roots that would
otherwise hold the soil in place.
Approximately 40% of the world's agricultural land is seriously degraded.
According to the UN, an area of fertile soil the size of Ukraine is lost every
year because of drought, deforestation and climate change. In Africa, if current
trends of soil degradation continue, the continent might be able to feed just
25% of its population by 2025, according to UNU's Ghana-based Institute for
Natural Resources in Africa. However, improved land use practices can limit
erosion, using techniques such as terrace-building, conservation tillage
practices, and tree planting.
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Severe soil erosion in a wheat field near Washington State University, USA.

Causes
The rate of erosion depends on many factors. Climatic factors include the
amount and intensity of precipitation, the average temperature, as well as the
typical temperature range, and seasonality, the wind speed, storm frequency.
The geologic factors include the sediment or rock type, its porosity and
permeability, the slope (gradient) of the land, and if the rocks are tilted, faulted,
folded, or weathered. The biological factors include ground cover from
vegetation or lack thereof, the type of organisms inhabiting the area, and the
land use.
The factor that is most subject to change is the amount and type of ground
cover. In an undisturbed forest, the mineral soil is protected by a litter layer and
an organic layer. These two layers protect the soil by absorbing the impact of
raindrops. These layers and the underlaying soil in a forest are porous and
highly permeable to rainfall. Typically, only the most severe rainfall and large
hailstorm events will lead to overland flow in a forest. If the trees are removed
by fire or logging, infiltration rates remain high and erosion low to the degree
the forest floor remains intact. Severe fires can lead to significantly increased
erosion if followed by heavy rainfall. In the case of construction or road
building when the litter layer is removed or compacted, the susceptibility of the
soil to erosion is greatly increased.
Roads are especially likely to cause increased rates of erosion because, in
addition to removing ground cover, they can significantly change drainage
patterns especially if an embankment has been made to support the road. A
road that has a lot of rock and one that is "hydrologically invisible" (that gets
the water off the road as quickly as possible, mimicking natural drainage
patterns) has the best chance of not causing increased erosion. One of the main
causes of erosive soil loss in the year 2006 is the result of slash and burn
treatment of tropical forest. When the total ground surface is stripped of
vegetation and then seared of all living organisms, the upper soils are
vulnerable to both wind and water erosion. In a number of regions of the earth,
entire sectors of a country have been rendered unproductive.
Erosion processes
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- Gravity erosion
Mass wasting, also known as slope movement or mass movement, is the
geomorphic process by which soil, regolith, and rock move down slope under
the force of gravity. Types of mass movement are distinguished based on how
the soil, regolith or rock moves downslope as a whole. They include creep,
slides, flows, topples, and falls, each with their own characteristic features, and
take place over timescales from seconds to years. Mass movement processes
are always occurring continuously on all slopes; some mass movement
processes act very slowly; others occur very suddenly, often with disastrous
results.
When the gravitational force acting on a slope exceeds its resisting force, slope
failure (mass wasting) occurs.
Mass wasting may occur at a very slow rate, particularly in areas that are very
dry or those areas that receive sufficient rainfall such that vegetation has
stabilised the surface. It may also occur at very high speed, such as in rock
slides or landslides, with disastrous consequences, both immediate and delayed,
e.g., resulting from the formation of landslide dams.
Factors that change the potential of mass wasting include: change in slope
angle; weakening of material by weathering; increased water content; changes
in vegetation cover; and overloading. Mass wasting can be initiated by rainfall,
earthquakes, volcanic activity, changes in groundwater, disturbance and change
of a slope by man-made construction activities, or any combination of these
factors.

Schematic plan of kinds of landslides
- Water erosion
Splash erosion is the detachment and airborne movement of small soil particles
caused by the impact of raindrops on soil.
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Sheet erosion is the detachment of soil particles by raindrop impact and their
removal down slope by water flowing overland as a sheet instead of in definite
channels or rills. The impact of the raindrop breaks apart the soil aggregate.
Particles of clay, silt and sand fill the soil pores and reduce infiltration. After
the surface pores are filled with sand, silt or clay, overland surface flow of
water begins due to the lowering of infiltration rates. Once the rate of falling
rain is faster than infiltration, runoff takes place.
Rill erosion refers to the development of small, ephemeral concentrated flow
paths, which function as both sediment source and sediment delivery systems
for erosion on hillslopes. Generally, where water erosion rates on disturbed
upland areas are greatest, rills are active. Flow depths in rills are typically about
a few centimeters or less and slopes may be quite steep. These conditions
constitute a very different hydraulic environment than typically found in
channels of streams and rivers.
Gully erosion results where water flows along a linear depression eroding a
trench or gully. This is particularly noticeable in the formation of hollow ways,
where, prior to being tarmacked, an old rural road has over many years become
significantly lower than the surrounding fields.
Valley or stream erosion occurs with continued water flow along a linear
feature. The erosion is both downward, deepening the valley, and headward,
extending the valley into the hillside.
- Wind erosion
Wind erosion is the result of material movement by the wind. There are two
main effects. First, wind causes small particles to be lifted and therefore moved
to another region. This is called deflation. Second, these suspended particles
may impact on solid objects causing erosion by abrasion Wind erosion
generally occurs in areas with little or no vegetation, often in areas where there
is insufficient rainfall to support vegetation. An example is the formation of
sand dunes, on a beach or in a desert. Farmers to reduce wind erosion often
plant windbreaks (such as big trees and bushes).
- Ice erosion
Movement of ice causes ice erosion, typically as glaciers. Glaciers erode
predominantly by three different processes: abrasion/scouring, plucking, and
ice thrusting. In an abrasion process, debris in the basal ice scrapes along the
bed, polishing and gouging the underlying rocks, similar to sandpaper on wood.
Glaciers can also cause pieces of bedrock to crack off in the process of
plucking. In ice thrusting, the glacier freezes to its bed, then as it surges
forward, it moves large sheets of frozen sediment at the base along with the
glacier.
- Soil erosion and climate change
Studies on soil erosion suggest that increased rainfall amounts and intensities
will lead to greater rates of erosion. Thus, if rainfall amounts and intensities
increase in many parts of the world as expected, erosion will also increase,
unless amelioration measures are taken. Soil erosion rates are expected to
change in response to changes in climate for a variety of reasons. The most
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direct is the change in the erosive power of rainfall. Other reasons include: a)
changes plant canopy caused by shifts in plant biomass production associated
with moisture regime; b) changes in litter cover on the ground caused by
changes in both plant residue decomposition rates driven by temperature and
moisture dependent soil microbial activity as well as plant biomass production
rates; c) changes in soil moisture due to shifting precipitation regimes and
vapor-transpiration rates, which changes infiltration and runoff ratios; d) soil
erodibility changes due to decrease in soil organic matter concentrations in
soils that lead to a soil structure that is more susceptible to erosion and
increased runoff due to increased soil surface sealing and crusting; e) a shift of
winter precipitation from non-erosive snow to erosive rainfall due to increasing
winter temperatures; f) melting of permafrost, which induces an erodible soil
state from a previously non-erodible one; and g) shifts in land use made
necessary to accommodate new climatic regimes.
Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Carrying away (n.)
Displacement (n.)
In response to (n.)
Concurrent (n.)

Deforestation(n.)
Overgrazing(n.)

Seasonality(n.)
Porosity (n.)
Permeability (n.)

litter layer (n.)

Intact (adj.)
Logging (n.)

Compacted (adj.)

Transport
act of moving something
from its usual place
in reaction to, in answer to
unanimous, in agreement;
convergent;
parallel;
simultaneous,
contemporaneous
process of clearing forests or
trees
excessive
grazing;
destruction of vegetation
through excessive grazing
quality of being seasonal;
quality of being periodical
The volume of pore space in
a rock, sediment or soil
The capacity of a porous
rock, soil, or sediment for
transmitting a fluid without
damage to the structure of
the medium. Also known as
conductivity
Leaf litter, or forest litter, is
the detritus of fallen leaves
and bark which accumulate
in forests.

undamaged;
unscathed,
inviolate; unchanged
practice or work of cutting
down trees into logs for
lumber
pack
tightly
together,
condense
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Translation

Susceptibility (n.)
Embankment (n.)
Invisible (adj.)
Mimicking (n.)
slash and burn treatment
Seared(adj.)

Vulnerable (adj.)
pick-up(v.)
Detachment(n.)
Airborne
instead of (adv.)
Tarmacked(adj.)
hollow ways(Adj&n),
Function(v.)
Ephemeral(adj.)
Downward(adv.)
Headward(adv.)
Suspended particles (n.)
Gouging(v.)
Polishing(v.)
Hazardous(adj.)
Amelioration (n.)
Previously(adv.)

Vulnerability, sensitivity
dike, earthwork
impossible to see
imitate, copy or resemble
closely
Cut and scalding
burned, scorched, singed,
charred

unprotected, susceptible
grasp and lift; gather, obtain
separation; disinterest
lieu
cover with tarmac
ACT , EXERCISE , DO ,
WORK
TEMPORARY
moving in a downward
direction, descending
moving in a headward
direction, ascending
tiny portion, very small
fragment
cutting with a chisel
shine, make glossy; brush,
buff
dangerous, risky, perilous
improvement, renovation,
betterment
before, at an earlier time, in
the past, antecedently

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Sediment (n.)

Bioerosion (n.)

drainage pattern (n.)

Infiltration(n.)
Runoff(n.)

solid matter which settles at the
bottom of a liquid; material
deposited by ice or wind or water
(Geology)
The process by which animals,
through drilling, grazing, and
burrowing, erode hard substances
such as rocks and coral reefs
The arrangement in which a stream
erodes the channels of its network
of tributaries.
Movement of water through the soil
surface into the ground
Surface streams that appear after
precipitation. that part of the
precipitation,
snow
melt,
or
irrigation water that appears in
uncontrolled
surface
streams,
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Translation

Rill (n.)
sediment
systems(n.)
Gully (n.)

delivery

Stream erosion (n.)

Deflation (n.)

Abrasion (n.)

Sand dunes (n.)
Windbreaks (n.)
Scouring, glacial scour.(v.)

Plucking (v.)

Thrusting(v.)
Scree (n.)
Thawing(n.)

rivers, drains or sewers.
A small, transient runnel.A small
brook or stream.
The systems of sediment yield of a
drainage basin
A narrow ravine.A small steepsided valley or erosional channel
from 1 meter to about 10 meters
across.
The
progressive
removal
of
exposed matter from the surface Of
a stream channel by a stream.
The sweeping erosive action of the
wind over the ground. The removal
of clay- and silt-size particles from
a soil by wind erosion.
A form of mechanical weathering
that occurs when loose fragments
or particles of rocks and minerals
that are being transported, as by
water or air, collide with each other
or scrape the surfaces of stationary
rocks
hill of drifted sand, mound of sand,
small hill made of sand
barrier against the wind (e.g. a
fence)
Erosion resulting from glacial
action,
whereby the surface
material is removed and the rock
fragments carried by the glacier
abrade, scratch, and polish the
bedrock
A process of glacial erosion which
involves the penetration of ice or
rock wedges into subglacial niches,
crevices, and joints in the bedrock;
as the glacier moves, it plucks off
pieces of jointed rock and
incorporates them. Also known as
glacial plucking; quarrying.
drive by applying pressure, push
A mound of loose, angular material,
less than 10 centimeters. ,talus
process of melting; warm spell,
period characterized by warm
weather; decrease in tension or
hostility

Permafrost (n.)
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Grammatical points:
(VERB)
The Present Continuous)

ing

To be

Mass-movement processes are always occurring continuously on all slopes
Mass-movement processes are always occurring continuously on all slopes
(Object)

(Subject)

The Present Perfect Tense)
to
have/has

Almost every country and region of the world have been victim of one form of
natural disaster .
Almost every country and region of the world have been victim of one form of
natural disaster.

(Subject)

(Object)

To be

River floods have been defined as 'events' of such magnitude that the channels
cannot accommodate the peak discharge.
River floods have been defined as 'events' of such magnitude that the channels
(Object)

(Subject)

cannot accommodate the peak discharge.
(Object)
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(Subject)

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1ABCD2ABCD3ABCD-

4ABCD5ABCD6ABCD7ABCD-

How much world s agricultural lands are seriously degraded?
10%
40%
Over 60%
25%
Which factor is mostly subjected to change?
Amount precipitation
Wind speed
Ground cover
Storm frequency
Mass movement processes ..occur continuously?
always
seldom
never
often
What is phenomena active where water erosion rates on disturbed upland
areas are at the greatest?
raindrops
valleys
overland flow
rills
What is the name of a process which wind lift small particles and move to
another region?
deflation
abrasion
scouring
plucking
what happened when winter temperature increase?
Melting of permafrost
Shift in land use
Shift of winter precipitation
Soil erodibility change

In areas that are very dry mass wasting may occur at a

.

Very high speed
Very slow
immediate
delayed
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Permeability, Deforestation, logging, detachment, Invisible
1Soil can also degrade by losing fertility, which is ..
2.is the activity of cutting down trees in order to sell the wood
3Sand or silt has more .. than clay
4One of the ecological crisis is ..
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5-

The .. of soils and rocks can led to erosion.
3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Deflation, Rainstorms, Ril, Precipitation, Sand dunes, runoff,
1.most commonly found in desert environments or at the coast
2where sand particles have been removed by ., leaving a closely
packed layer of pebbles
3sub glacial moraine is carried beneath the ice and is mainly the product
of ..
4. are small channels on a slope created by water.

5- Precipitation has a dominant role in the

.process

Key questions:
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
3
×
4
5
×
6
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
invisible
2
logging
3
Permeability
4
Deforestation
5
Detachment
3-A- Key words exercises
1
Sand dunes
2
deflation
3
Plucking
4
rill
5
runoff

C

D

×
×
×

Part B
1-B-Analysis and translate following sentences

1- They can significantly change drainage patterns especially if an embankment
has been made to support the road
2-The erosion is both downward, deepening the valley, and headward,
extending the valley into the hillside
3- It is a common engineering problem wherever rock cliffs are alongside
roads, because morning thaws can drop hazardous rock pieces onto the road.
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4- Changes in soil moisture due to shifting precipitation regimes and vaportranspiration rates, which changes infiltration and runoff ratios
5- The available period of study may not embrace the truly exceptional flood
(the
year flood'); but it is conceivable that such a flood could occur at
any time in the near future.
6- It is estimated that nationally they cause up to $2 billion in damages and
from 25 to 50 deaths annually
7- Individuals can take steps to reduce their personal risk ;
8- The erosion is both downward, deepening the valley, and headward,
extending the valley into the hillside
9- In a number of regions of the earth, entire sectors of a country have been
rendered unproductive
10-Roads are especially likely to cause increased rates of erosion because, in
addition to removing ground cover,
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The Earth and the solar system
General Aims
The chapter The Earth and the solar system states subjects about solar system, the
earth in solar system and the earth as a planet. This lesson also teaches several
common and key words in geography moreover help you to better translate
specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of The Earth in the Solar System and do the
comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (past Tense) in sentences and do the related exercises.
Pre-reading questions

After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1-What do you know about solar system?
2-How are seasons created?
3-Whay is the concept of continental drift
4-Why does ozone crate in the stratosphere.

The Solar System
The Solar System is the only part of the universe, which we can explore, with
spacecraft of the kind we can build today. It is made up of one star (the Sun),
nine planets and various lesser bodies, such as the satellites asteroids, comets
and meteoroids
The Sun is a normal star, but it is the supreme controller of the Solar System,
and all the other members shine by reflected sunlight. It is believed that the
planets are formed by accretion from a cloud of material which surrounded the
youthful Sun; the age of the Earth is known to be about 4.6 thousand million
years, and the Solar System itself must be rather older than this. It is very
noticeable that the Solar System is divided into two parts. First, there are four
small, solid planets: Mercury, Venus, Earth and Mars. Then comes a wide gap,
in which move thousands of midget worlds known variously as asteroids,
planetoids and minor planets. Beyond we come to the four giants: Jupiter,
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune, together with a maverick world, Pluto, which is
too small and lightweight to be classed as a bona-fide planet.
It seems that the four inner planets lost their original light gases because of the
heat of the Sun, so that they are solid and rocky; the giants formed in a colder
region, and so could retain their light gases mainly hydrogen.
How far does the Solar System extend? This is not an easy question to answer.
It is possible that there is another planet beyond Neptune and Pluto, and it is
thought that comets come from a cloud of icy objects orbiting the Sun at a
distance of around one to two light-years, but we cannot be sure. The nearest
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star beyond the Sun is just over four light-years away, so that if we give the
limit of the Solar System as being at a distance of two light-years we are
probably not very far wrong.

The solar system plan
The Earth in the Solar System
Our planet Earth is a rotating sphere that goes around the Sun in an orbit,
taking a year or about 365 days to make one revolution. The orbit is an ellipse,
so the Sun is off-center. The physical characteristics of the Earth include its
size and composition. The Earth also has gravity and magnetic force fields The
Earth. The average distance from the Sun is 149,597,890 kilometers
(92,955,820 miles). This distance is so great that it takes light about 8 minutes
to reach the Earth from the Sun. The diameter of the Earth at the equator is
12,756 km (7,926 miles), and its circumference or distance around the Earth at
the equator is 40,075 km (24,901 miles).
Why do we live on the Earth? The answer must be because we are suited to it.
There is no other planet in the Solar System which could support Earth-type
life except under very artificial conditions. Our world has the right sort of
temperature, the right sort of atmosphere, a plentiful supply of water, and a
climate which is to all intents and purposes stable and has been so for a very
long time
The Earth s path round the Sun does not depart much from the circular form,
and the seasons are due to the tilt of the rotational axis, which are 23.5 degrees
to the perpendicular The tilt of Earth's rotational axis and the Earth's orbit
work together to create the seasons. As the Earth travels around the Sun, it
remains tipped in the same direction, towards the star Polaris. This means that
sometimes the northern half of the Earth is pointing towards the Sun (summer),
and sometimes it is pointing away (winter). These points in the Earth's orbit are
called solstices. Notice that when the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the
Sun, the southern hemisphere is tilted away. This explains why the hemispheres
have opposite seasons. We are actually closer to the Sun in December when it
is winter in the northern hemisphere, than in June but the difference in distance
is not really significant and the greater amount of water south of the equator
tends to stabilize the temperature Halfway in between the solstices, the Earth is
neither tilted directly towards nor directly away from the Sun. At these times, is
called the equinoxes, both hemispheres receive roughly equal amounts of
sunlight. Equinoxes mark the seasons of autumn and spring and are a transition
between the two more extreme seasons, summer and winter
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The axial inclination varies to some extent, because the Earth is not a perfect
sphere; the equatorial diameter is 12,756 kilometres (7927 miles), the polar
diameter only12,714 kilometres (7901 miles) in fact, the equator bulges out
slightly.
.

The earth's revolution and seasons, solstices,equinoxes
The Earth as a Planet
The earth itself has 3 layers: core, mantle and crust everything that we do takes
place in a relatively thin layer of solid rock called the crust. The Earth s crust,
on which we live, does not extend down very far some 10 kilometres (6
miles) below the oceans and 50 kilometres (30 miles) below the continents.
Temperature increases with depth and at the bottom of the world s deepest
mines, those in South Africa, the temperature rises to 55 degrees C. As you
know, the Earth's surface is not all rock. The hydrosphere is the layer of water
that covers 75% of the Earth's surface. And the atmosphere is the layer of air
above the surface that contains the oxygen that supports life.
Below the crust we come to the mantle, where the solid rocks behave as
though plastic. The mantle extends down to 2900 kilometres (1800 miles)..
However, except for during the occasional volcanic eruption (a volcano is
caused by molten rock from the mantle rising to the Earth's surface), no one has
ever actually seen either of these layers. Then we come to the iron-rich liquid
core. Earth's core is a dense ball of molten iron surrounded by a 'sea' of molten
rock or mantle. Inside this is the solid core, which accounts for only 1.7 per
cent of the Earth s mass and has been said to float in the liquid. The central
temperature is thought to be 4000 5000 degrees C.
Crust is composed of a series of thin 'plates' that float on the mantle. Because
these plates float on top of the molten mantle, they occasionally move and
bump into each other. This movement causes the surface of the Earth to shake
in what we call an earthquake. A glance at a world map shows that if the
continents could be cut out in the manner of a jigsaw puzzle, they would fit
neatly together. For example, the bulge on the east coast of South America fits
into the hollow of west Africa. This led the Austrian scientist Alfred Wegener
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to suggest that the continents were once joined together and have now drifted
apart. The concept of continental drift is now well established, and has led on
to the relatively young science of plate tectonics The Earth s crust and the
upper part of the mantle (which we call the lithosphere) are divided into well
marked plates. When plates are moving apart, hot mantle material rises up
between them to form new oceanic crust When plates collide, one plate may be
forced beneath another a process known as subduction or they may buckle
and force up mountain ranges. Regions where the tectonic plates meet are
subject to earthquakes and volcanic activity, and it is from earthquake waves
that we have drawn much of our knowledge of the Earth s internal constitution
The Earth s Atmosphere
As seen from space the Earth is truly magnificent, as we have been told by all
the astronauts
particularly those who have observed it from the Moon,
although it is quite impossible to see features such as the Great Wall of China,
as has often been claimed! The outlines of the seas and continents show up
clearly, and there are also clouds in the atmosphere, some of which cover wide
areas The science of meteorology has benefited greatly from space research
methods, because we can now study whole weather systems instead of having
to rely upon reports from scattered stations. The atmosphere is made up chiefly
of nitrogen (78 per cent) and oxygen (21 percent), which does not leave much
room for anything else there is some argon, a little carbon dioxide, and traces
of gases such as krypton and xenon, together with a variable amount of water
vapour The atmosphere is divided into layers. The lowest of these, the
troposphere, extends upwards for about 8 kilometres miles) out to more than
17 kilometres (over 10 miles) it is deepest over the equator. It is here that we
find clouds and weather. The temperature falls within creasing height, and at
the top of the layer has dropped to 44 degrees C; the density is, of course,
very low Above the troposphere comes the stratosphere, which extends up to
about 50 kilometres (30 miles). Surprisingly the temperature does not continue
to fall indeed, it actually rises, reaching 15 degrees C at the top of the layer.
This is because of the presence of ozone, the molecule of which is made up of
three oxygen atoms instead of the usual two; ozone is warmed by short-wave
radiations from the Sun. However, the rise in temperature does not mean
increased heat. Scientifically, temperature is defined by the rate at which the
atoms and molecules fly around; the greater the speeds, the higher the
temperature In the stratosphere, there are so few molecules that the heat is
negligible. It is the ozone layer , which shields us from harmful radiations
coming from space Whether it is being damaged by our own activities is a
matter for debate, but the situation needs to be watched Above the stratosphere
comes the ionosphere, which extends from about 50 to 600 kilometres (30 to
370 miles); it is here that some radio waves are reflected back to the ground,
making long-range communication possible In the ionosphere, we find the
lovely noctilucent clouds, which are quite unlike ordinary clouds, and may
possibly be due to water droplets condensing as ice on to meteoritic particles;
their average height is around kilometres (50 miles). The ionosphere is often
divided into the mesosphere, up to 80 kilometres (50 miles), and the
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thermosphere, up to 200 kilometres (125 miles Beyond comes the exosphere,
which has no definite boundary, but simply thins out until the density is no
more than that of the interplanetary medium. There is also the Earth s
geocorona, a halo of hydrogen gas which extends out to about 95,000
kilometres (60,000 miles)

The earth's atmosphere layers
Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Translation
Spacecraft (n.)
Supreme(adj.)
Midget(adj.)
Maverick(adj.)
bona-fide (adj.)
Axis(n.)
Plentiful(adj.)
Giant(adj.)
Transition(n.)
come to(v.)
iron-rich (adj.)
Liquid(adj.)

glance at(adv.)

vehicle made to travel in
outer space
having the most power or
authority
short; small; miniature
independent, nonconformist;
having no owner
good faith
straight line around which an
object turns
bountiful, abundant; full
abnormally large, very big
passage,
change,
transformation
reach; arrive
made of a lot of iron
made up of molecules that
move freely but do not tend
to separate; of or comprised
of liquids; smooth, flowing,
fluid;
look at briefly, catch a
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jigsaw puzzle (n.)

Cut out(v.)
Bulge(n.)
Drift(v.)
Magnificent(adj.)
Astronauts(n.)
Outlines(n.)

Rely upon(v.)
Scattered(adj.)
Surprisingly(adv.)
Mean(v.)
Negligible(adj.)

Debate(n.)
Reflected (v.)

long-range (adj.)

Halo

glimpse of, peep, look at
puzzle consisting of small
pieces cut with a jigsaw
which are to be fitted
together to form picture
stop doing; leave out
protrusion,
projection;
temporary growth
float along with the current;
wash away, carry away
splendid, majestic, superb,
glorious, impressive
space traveler, one who flies
in a spaceship
line marking the external
shape of something; draft,
sketch; plan;
depend upon
dispersed, spread, distributed
startlingly, in an astonishing
manner, unexpectedly
intend; indicate; signify; be
significant
tiny;
insignificant;
not
meaningful;
can
be
disregarded
argument; discussion
mirror, send back a mirror
image; send back energy
from a surface; send
effective over a lengthy
period of time; designed to
work over great distances,
having a long range
nimbus,
circle
of
light
surrounding the head of a
saint or divine being; circle of
light around an object caused
by the refraction of light

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Solar System(n.)

system which includes the
Sun and all the celestial
bodies that orbit the Sun

Asteroids(n.)

small object that orbits the
sun
celestial
body
with
a
luminous tail

Comets(n.)

Meteoroids(n.)

small solid body which
becomes a meteor upon
entrance to the Earth's
atmosphere (Astronomy)
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Translation

solid planets(Adj&n)

Mercury (n.)
Planetoid (n.)
Venus(n.)

Earth(n.)

Mars(n.)

Jupiter(n.)

Saturn(n.)

Neptune(n.)

Solstices(n.)

Equator(n.)

Equinoxes(n.)

Inclination(n.)

Continental drift (n.)

Subduction(n.)

four small, solid planets are:
Mercury Venus, Earth and
Mar
planet closest to the sun
(Astronomy);
small body that orbits the
sun, asteroid
second planet from the sun

Our home planet. Earth is the
fifth in size of the 9 major
planets making up our solar
system and is the third
(between venus and mars) in
order of distance from the
sun (about 150 million km).
fourth planet from the sun,
next planet after the Earth in
the
Solar
System
(Astronomy); Roman god of
war after whom the month of
March is named
fifth planet from the sun and
the largest planet in the solar
system
major planet in the solar
system, seventh planet from
the sun
major planet in the solar
system, eighth planet from
the sun and fourth largest in
diameter
either of the two times of the
year when the sun is farthest
from the equator
An imaginary circle around
the earth halfway between
the north pole and the south
pole;
the
largest
circumference of the earth.
either of two times in a year
when the sun crosses the
celestial equator; either of
the two points at which the
sun's path intersects with the
celestial equator
The angle between a line in
the earth's magnetic field
and the horizontal plane; also
a synonym for dip
gradual
movement
and
formation of the continents
across the surface of earth
through geological time
The sinking of an oceanic
plate edge as a result of
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convergence with a plate of
lesser density. Subduction
often causes earthquakes
and creates volcano chains.
inert gaseous element which
is mainly used in gas
discharge
lamps
and
fluorescent lamps
gaseous chemical element
electromagnetic waves for
radio transmissions that are
less than 150 meters
part
of
the
outer
atmosphere which contains
large amounts of ions and
free electrons (surrounds the
earth and some planets)

Krypton(n.)

Xenon(n.)
short-wave (n.)

Ionosphere(n.)

Noctilucent clouds(n.)
Thermosphere(n.)

atmospheric layer in which
the temperature increases as
the altitude increases
lower layer of atmosphere in
which weather phenomena
are seen
layer
of
the
Earth's
atmosphere located between
the troposphere and the
mesosphere
The outermost part of the
earth s
atmosphere,
consisting
of
extremely
attenuated hydrogen

Troposphere(n.)

Stratosphere(n.)

Geocorona(n.)

Grammatical points
(VERB)
The Past Tense

The Past Simple Tense

It is believed that the planets formed by accretion from a cloud of material
which surrounded the youthful Sun
'

It

is believed

that

the planets

a cloud of material which

surrounded
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were formed
the youthful Sun

by accretion from

is believed

it
ied
surround

ed

surrounded

form

formed

Did

The accretion from a cloud of material which surrounded the youthful Sun
formed the planets.
Did the accretion from a cloud of material which surrounded the youthful
Sun form the planets
to be
was/were

Are the planets formed by accretion from a cloud of material which
surrounded the youthful Sun?
The planets aren't form by accretion from a cloud of material which
surrounded the youthful Sun
Africa was once the core of Pangaea, a supercontinent that eventually
broke into today's continents
To be

Is

was
break into

broke into

to be
was/were

This led the Austrian scientist Alfred Wegener to suggest that the continents
were once joined together and have now drifted apart.
This

led

the Austrian scientist Alfred Wegener

to suggest

that the

continents were once joined together and have now drifted apart
were joined lead
have drifted
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Led
once
now

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1- The age of the Earth is known to be about 4.6 thousand million
years, it means .
A- The Solar System must be rather younger than this
B- The Solar System must be rather older than this
C- The earth is very young
D- The solar system is same as the earth
2- One of the solid planets is ..
A- Mercury
B- Saturn
C- Uranus
D- Neptune
3- The seasons of earth are due to
A- The earth's orbit is an ellipse
B- A plentiful supply of water
C- The tilt of rotational axis
D- 149,597,890 kilometers distance from the Sun
4- Where is mantle located?
A- In the iron-rich liquid core
B- Inside the solid core
C- Inside crust
D- Below the crust
5- Which gases is the uttermost in the atmosphere
A- Oxygen
B- Nitrogen
C- Carbon dioxide
D- Water vapor
6- Where is ozone layer located?
A- Stratosphere
B- Troposphere
C- Ionosphere
D- Thermosphere
7- What is the lowest atmosphere layer?
A- Exosphere
B- Thermosphere
C- Stratosphere
D- troposphere
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Halo, Surprisingly, Magnificent, Maverick, Spacecraft
1There are ..Views over the volcanic belt of Iran.
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2He is a . Person.
3The sun had a faint . round it
4A . is a rocket or other vehicle that can travel in space
5The house was . small for such a numerous family.
3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Equator, Solstices, Equinoxes, Noctilucent clouds, Stratosphere
1are most commonly observed in the summer months at latitudes
between 50° and 70° north and south of the equator.
2Two times of the year when night and day are about the same length are
.
3June 21, , when the North Pole is tilted toward the Sun; called the
summer .
4The second major layer of Earth's atmosphere is ..
5Near the .there is little distinction between summer, winter, autumn,
or spring.

Key Questions
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
×
3
4
5
×
6
×
7
2-A- Common words exercises
Magnificent
1
2
maverick
3
halo

C

D

×
×

×
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4
spacecraft
5
surprisingly
3-A- Key words exercises
Noctilucent clouds
1
Equinoxes
2
solstice
3
Stratosphere
4
Equator
5
B-1- Analysis and translate following sentences

1- The San Andreas 'megashear', which gave rise to the great San Francisco
earthquake of 1906
2- Several of the deaths from the Mount St. Helens volcano in 1980 were
attributed to inhalation of ash
3- For example, the great Krakato eruption of 1883, associated with seismic
disturbances, caused tsunamis that drowned 36,000 people in coastal villages
of Java and Sumatra
B-2- Read carefully the lesson and
sentences

then analysis and translate ten
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Climatology and Hydrology
General Aims
The chapter Climatology and Hydrology states subjects about climate, hydrological
cycle, evapotranspiration, precipitation run off and climate zone. This lesson also
teaches several common and key words in geography moreover help you to better
translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of Climatology and Hydrology and do the
comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (past continuous tense) in sentences and do the related
exercises.
Pre-reading questions

After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1-What is modern definition of hydrology?
2-Do you know what climate variables are?
3-What are causes to creation of climate zones ?
4- Can you tell about the components of hydrological cycle?

Climate and water
Water is a fundamental aspect of most people s lives in humid regions where
its supply is taken for granted, but water is highly valued in supply-limited arid
regions. The prospect of climate change and an altered water supply imposes a
broadened dimension for everyone to understand the relationships among
climate, the hydrologic cycle, and the water resource. In addition, water s role
in geochemical and biological processes involving climate and landscape
change is receiving increased attention
Modern hydrology is broadly defined as the science that studies the occurrence
and movement of water on and under the Earth s surface, water s chemical and
physical properties, water s relationship to biotic and biotic environmental
components, and human effects on water. Hydrology employs the sciences of
biology, chemistry, ecology, mathematics, and physics to focus on solving
water resource and water management problems concerned with water use,
water control, and water quality
Hydrology depended on climate. The traditional concept of climate as the mean
atmospheric condition expressed as average temperature, precipitation, and
other weather variables and possibly higher moment statistics of these variables
for a specified period such as a month, a season, or a year, has a limited role in
contemporary hydroclimatology. The American hydrologist Walter Langbein
(1967) defined hydroclimatology as the study of the influence of climate upon
the waters of the land. He identified precipitation, evapotranspiration, and the
imbalance of these climatic elements as the focus of hydroclimate.
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It is necessary to mention that climate is different with weather. While climate
is the average weather pattern in a place over many years, weather is the mix of
events that happen each day in our atmosphere including temperature, rainfall
and humidity. Weather is not the same everywhere.
.Hydrological cycle
The water cycle, also known as the hydrologic cycle, describes the continuous
movement of water on, above, and below the surface of the Earth. Since the
water cycle is truly a "cycle," there is no beginning or end. Water can change
states among liquid, vapor, and ice at various places in the water cycle.
Although the balance of water on Earth remains fairly constant over time,
individual water molecules can come and go, but there is always the same
amount of water on the surface of the earth.

Hydrological cycle and it's components
The hydrological cycle involves the following sequence. Water is transferred
from the surface to the atmosphere by evaporation from sea, lake and land
surfaces, and transpiration from growing vegetation. It is then transferred
within the atmosphere, both vertically (by convection) and laterally (by winds)
where it cools and condenses. Precipitation then transfers the water back to the
surface where some of it lands directly in the oceans and the rest falls on land,
to flow as surface run-off or percolate to supply groundwater. This in turn
reemerges by way of springs to increase river flow. The water cycle is powered
from solar energy. 86% of the global evaporation occurs from the oceans,
reducing their temperature by evaporative cooling. Without the cooling effect
of evaporation the greenhouse effect would lead to a much higher surface
temperature of 67 °C, and a warmer planet. In reality, the hydrological cycle is
extremely complex. The terrestrial branch of the hydrologic cycle consists of
the inflow, outflow, and storage of water in its various forms on and in the
continents and in the oceans. The atmospheric branch of the hydrologic cycle
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consists of precipitation, evaporation, and the atmospheric transport of water
mainly in the vapor phase.
Main components of the hydrological cycle are as follows:
Evapotranspiration is the loss of moisture at the Earth's surface by direct
evaporation from water bodies and the soil plus transpiration from growing
plants. Evapotranspiration cannot be measured directly, but can be derived
indirectly from the moisture balance equation: precipitation = run-off +
evapotranspiration + changes in soil moisture storage. Potential
evapotranspiration is the maximum possible that can occur from a soil that is
kept continually moist by irrigation. It can be measured directly, using an
'evapotranspirometer', which records percolation; hence, potential
evapotranspiration is derived from precipitation minus percolation.
Evapotranspiration is a loss, or output, from the hydrological cycle.
Condensation is the transformation of water vapour to liquid water droplets in
the air, producing clouds and fog
Precipitation is the deposition of atmospheric moisture at the surface of the
Earth, in the form of dew, frost, rain, sleet, hail and snow. The total amount of
precipitation at any place varies enormously, from less than 10 mm a year in
the 'hyper-arid' deserts (such as the interior of the Sahara) to well over 10,000
mm in some tropical highlands (for example, Cameroon in W Africa and
Cherrapungi in Assam Approximately 505,000 km³ of water fall as
precipitation each year, 398,000 km³ of it over the oceans
Rain is precipitation in the form of liquid water drops with diameters greater
than 0.5 millimeter, or if widely scattered the drops may be smaller; the only
other form of liquid precipitation is drizzle.
Sleet is a form of precipitation that is transitional between rain and snow,
comprising a mixture of snowflakes and raindrops or partially melted snow. It
usually occurs when temperatures are slightly above 0°C. For example,
showers of sleet in Britain are commonly associated with the advent of polar
maritime air during early spring.
Hail (or hailstone) is a pellet of ice, usually formed under conditions of
extreme atmospheric instability (e.g. in a thundercloud), comprising concentric
accretions of opaque and clear ice. When a raindrop is carried upwards into a
cooler environment by a rapidly ascending draught of air it will freeze.
Supercooled droplets in the surrounding air, the result of condensation, will
freeze on impact with the embryo hailstone, forming a layer of opaque ice.
Other supercooled moisture will at times accumulate as a 'wet layer' on the
hailstone; this will subsequently freeze to give a layer of clear ice. The banded
structure of hailstones reflects the continual 'recycling' of hailstones, involving
perhaps up-and-down movements in a thunder cloud. Hailstones normally have
a diameter of up to 5 mm or so, but sometimes grow to the size of a golf ball, or
even larger, and can cause considerable damage to property (e.g. cars) and
fields of crops.
Snow is a type of precipitation formed when atmospheric water vapour
condenses at temperatures below 0°C. The resultant minute spicules of ice join
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together to form larger crystals (hexagonal plates or prisms), which themselves
aggregate into snowflakes.
Dew is the water droplets formed on the ground, or on the surfaces of grass and
leaves, by the direct condensation of atmospheric moisture. Dew is possible
wherever warm moist air passes over a cool surface, but is mainly the result of
nocturnal cooling of the ground on a still, cloudless night. As the ground
temperature is rapidly lowered, a thin layer of air in contact with it is cooled to
its dew point and moisture within the air is condensed to form water droplets.
In deserts, where nocturnal cooling is very intense, dewfall may make a
significant contribution to the total precipitation, and in some parts of the world
(e.g. Chile), it is harvested using dense wire mesh and collecting vessels to help
supply fresh water to local communities.
Run-off is the amount of water leaving a drainage basin. Expressed simply it
is, in effect, the total rainfall falling in a basin minus evaporation from that
basin. It therefore comprises overland flow (water flowing over the land
surface), through flow (water flowing through the soil) and groundwater flow
(water flowing through rock). The term 'surface run-off is sometimes used to
describe the surface flow of water; however, the term 'overland flow' is now
more commonly used.
Infiltration is the flow of water from the ground surface into the ground. Once
infiltrated, the water becomes soil moisture or groundwater.
Climate zones and rainfall
The climatologically distribution of annual mean land rainfall provides a
backdrop the Earth's climate zones as fallows:
The equatorial region (ITCZ): Rising branch of Hadley cell; upward motion,
adiabatic cooling, saturation, high clouds, convection, heavy rain. Evaporation
is less high than in the subtropics because the relative humidity in the air is
high.
Subtropics: Sinking branch of Hadley cell; downward motion, adiabatic
warming, relative humidity of the air is low, cloud formation suppressed,
strong ocean evaporation because air near surface is fairly dry; land areas at
these latitudes are location of many of world's deserts.
Midlatitudes: Moderately rainy because of synoptic storms especially along
storm tracks; western parts of continents drier in summer because of oceanic
high pressure that brings cool dry air down from north.
Polar or Arctic regions: Sinking air suppresses precipitation; thus the polar
regions are deserts (snow-covered only because the small accumulation of
snow every year doesn't melt).
The balance between precipitation (P) and evaporation (E) is important both for
the atmosphere and the oceans. Globally and annually, a balance must exists
between P and E because evaporation is the only source for atmospheric
moisture. However, in the Tropics: P > E while in the subtropics: E > P. Thus,
a latitudinal atmospheric water imbalance exists at the Earth's surface. Water
vapor must be transported into the ITCZ from the subtropics to maintain global
balance.
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The Climatical zones related to precipitation and temperature

Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Fundamental(adj.)
taken for granted(v.)

Prospect(n.)
Broadened(adj.)
Imposes(v.)
Geochemical(adj.)

Biotic(adj.)
Moment(n.)

Synonymous(adj.)
Stimulated(v.)
Individual(adj.)

Sequence(n.)
Reemerges(v.)
by way of

basic, elemental; essential
not appreciate, not realize
how much something means
to you
view, vista, scene; outlook
make wider
force upon; enforce
Relating to the chemistry of
rocks. Geochemistry is the
branch of science dealing
with the chemistry of the
earth.
pertaining to life, caused by
living things
infinitely short period of time;
exact point of time, present
time; importance,
having the same or almost
the same meaning
arouse, invigorate; spur
single, distinct, sole; of a
particular person; unique,
special, characteristic
series
of
things
in
succession; order
reappear
by means of, as; through, by,
via
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Translation

In reality
Terrestrial (adj.)
Interface(n.)

Enormously(adv.)
Hyper
Transitional(adj.)
Nocturnal(adj.)
Still(adj.)
Weir mesh (n.)
Vessels(n.)
Leaving(n.)
vital needs(adj&n)
Deficit(n.)
Cumulative (adj.)
Replenished(v.)
Foliage(n.)
Suppressed(v.)

in truth, in fact, in actuality
of or relating to land
surface which is a common
boundary
between
two
bodies
immensely,
gigantically,
hugely
over
moving, convertible
of the night
silence, quiet
metal strand
Streak, plate
remainder, residue
requirements for survival
lack; shortage
increasing
fill again, resupply, reload,
restock
leaves
crush, stop by force

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Meteorology(n.)

Evaporation(n.)

Transpiration(n.)

Convection(n.)
Transferred(v.)
Percolate(v.)
Cooling(n.)
The green house
effect(adj&n)

Evapotranspiration(n.)
Evapotranspiromete(n.)
Drizzle(n.)
Snowflakes(n.)
Condensation(n.)

science of atmospheric
conditions and weather
patterns
turning into vapor

is evaporated into the
atmosphere from the plant
surface, such as leaf pores
circulation of heat; thermal
conduction
move from one place to
another
permeate, penetrate;
bubble; filter, trickle
refrigeration
The effect created by the
earth s atmosphere in
trapping heat from the sun
by co2 and water vapour

The sum of evaporation and
transpiration ..
light rain
crystal of snow
changing of a gas into a
liquid
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Translation

Dewfall(n.)
overland flow(adj&n)

Infiltration(n.)

field capacity (adj.& n.)

Subsurface flow(adj.& n.)
vadose zone(adj.& n.)

Aquifers(n.)
Canopy interception(n.)

ITCZ(n.)
Adiabatic( adj.)

Subtropics(n.)

Hadley cell(n.)

middle latitude(n.)

Polar regions

Water flowing over the
ground surface toward a
channel
permeation, percolation

The maximum amount of
water that a soil can retain
after gravitational water has
drained away.
Interflow plus groundwater
flow
The region in the ground
between the surface and the
water table in which pores
are not filled with water. Also
called the unsaturated zone.
underground stratum of rock
or gravel which holds water
The process by which
precipitation is caught and
retained on vegetation
Inter tropical convergence
zone
occurring without loss of heat
(Physics, Chemistry)
regions north of the tropic of
Cancer or south of the tropic
of Capricorn
direct thermally-driven and
zonally symmetric largescale atmospheric circulation
first proposed by george
hadley in 1735 as an
explanation for the trade
winds
The region between 23.5N to
66.5N or 23.5S to 66.5S
The regions near the
geographic poles
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Grammatical points
(VERB)
The Past Continuous Tense

(ing

to be (was/were)

Winds across eastern Texas were blowing from the southeast at 7 9ms_1, and
they shifted to the south as the front approached
Winds across eastern Texas
9ms_1, and

they

shifted

were blowing

from the southeast at 7

to the south as the front

approached

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1- What is difference between climate and weather?
A- Climate is for every day
B- Weather is same every where
C- Climate is the average weather
D- Weather is the mix of events over many years
2- Which element is part of the atmospheric branch of hydrologic
cycle?
A- precipitation
B- inflow
C- outflow
D- water storage
3- This component is an output of hydrologic cycle.
A- precipitation
B- condensation
C- run off
D- evapotranspiration
4- What is the name of water droplets which is formed on the ground by
the direct condensation of atmospheric moisture?
A- hail
B- dew
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C- sleet
D- snow
5- What is raising branch of Hedley cell with heavy rain?
A- subtropics
B- mid latitudes
C- equatorial region
D- polar region
6- which sentences is correct?
A- The polar regions are desert
B- Subtropics is raising branch of Hedley cell
C- In tropics P<E
D- In tropics P=E
7- How much is the total amount of precipitation in the hyper arid
desert?
A- More than 10 mm in a year
B- Less than 10 mm in a year
C- Over 10000 mm
D- About 250 mm
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Geochemical, Individual, Weir mesh, Interface, Sequence
1- The organization serves as an

.between the state government and the

public.
2- The doctor carefully evaluates the .needs of her patients
3- the branch of chemistry dealing with the chemical composition of the
earth's crust and the chemical changes that occur there is .
4.is a specific order in which things occur
5. are used where there is a sudden change in river bed levels or on steep
gradients in water courses to reduce water velocity.
3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Subtropics, Hadley cell, ITCZ, overland flow, Evapotranspiration, dewfall
1- We should also note the fact that the . is a concomitant of cloudless
skies
2- A belt of low pressure which circles the Earth near the equator where the
trade winds of the Northern and Southern Hemispheres come together is
named .
3- The trade winds moving in a northeasterly direction around the earth are
created by .
4.. is bounded by the Tropic of Cancer and the Tropic of Capricorn, at
latitudes 23.5°N and 23.5°S.
5- Most water in rivers and underground reserves originates as ..
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Key Questions:
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
2
×
3
4
×
5
6
×
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
interface
2
individual
3
Geochemical
4
Sequence
5
Weir mesh
3-A- Key words exercises
1
dewfall
2
ITCZ
3
Hadley cell
4
Subtropics
5
overland flow

C
×

D

×
×

B- 1:Analysis and translate following sentences

1- New England and a weak shortwave trough was entering southwestern
Virginia
2-The largest wildfires in Portugal in modern times occurred during August
2003 when much of Europe was experiencing severe drought and a severe heat
wave
B-2: Search geographic texts contain verbs of The Past Continuous Tense then
translate them.
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Winds
General Aims
The chapter winds states subjects about winds, atmospheric circulation, local and
general winds.,. This lesson also teaches several common and key words in geography
moreover help you to better translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of winds and do the comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (past prefect tense) in sentences and do the related
exercises.
Pre-reading questions

After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- What are the causes of horizontal movement of air?
2-how is Coriolis force created?
3-What are differences between mid-latitude cyclones and tropical cyclones
4- What is tornado?

Definition and causes
Wind is defined as the horizontal movement of air relative to the earth's
surface. What are the causes of this movement? Air temperature varies because
the earth's surface heats up at different rates. Latitude and season cause
temperature variations. Large bodies of water warm and cool at a slower rate
than large bodies of land, creating a disparity in the atmosphere above. Because
heat decreases with altitude, mountain peaks are cooler than cities at sea level.
These are a few of the causes of differing temperatures. Differences of
temperature cause differences in pressure. A difference in pressure across
distances is called a pressure gradient, and this drives the wind.
Once the air has begun to move (surplus heat to the poles and surplus cold to
the equator) another force comes into play. This is called the Coriolis force, and
is caused by the rotation of the earth. The earth rotates on its axis at the rate of
1041 miles per hour at the equator. The speed decreases with increasing
latitude until it is virtually zero at the poles. This is because the latitude circles
grow smaller. Place an object on the equator and allow 24 hours to go by.
When the object returns, it will have traveled more than 24,000 miles - in other
words, to travel that distance in 24 hours its linear speed was 1041 mph. Now
place the object at 60 degrees north and let it make its circle. In 24 hours, it will
travel about 12,500 miles at 521 mph. At the north pole the linear speed would
be zero because there would be no distance traveled.
As an object (such as a piece of wind or a rocket) starts to move in a straight
path from the equator to the North Pole, its eastward speed (the earth rotates
from west to east) will be 1041 mph. As it travels northward, its eastward
movement will be faster than the eastward movement of the surface of the earth
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at higher latitudes. It will run ahead of any object at higher latitudes, and
appear to an earth-based observer to be curving to the right. Similarly, if the
object traveled from the north pole to the equator it would have no eastward
movement, and would fall behind a lower latitude object whose eastward
movement would be faster. To an earth-based observer the curve would again
appear to be to the right of the direction of motion. The Coriolis deflection in
the southern hemisphere is to the left
Atmospheric circulation
The differential heating between the low and high latitudes is the primary
driving force for atmospheric circulation on all time scales. Atmospheric
circulation responds to temperature and humidity gradients while helping to
determine these gradients by transporting energy and moisture at various
spatial scales. Combining the latitudinal imbalance of radiation with the
hydrologic cycle imbalances establishes the significant role of atmospheric
motion in heat transport.

Atmospheric circulation and generated general winds
The general circulation of the atmosphere is critically important for defining
the hydroclimatic characteristics of a specified location. Planetary atmospheric
circulation transports both heat and moisture zonally and meridionally
Local and General Wind Patterns
Local wind patterns are the result of pressure differences in the immediate
areas: land, sea, mountain, etc. For example, Katabatic winds are local wind,
blowing downhill on a cold night. Katabatic winds are due to the flow of dense
air, chilled by contact with slopes that have themselves been cooled by
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nocturnal radiation, especially on cloudless nights. When the cold air
accumulates in valley bottoms, frost and fog might become a hazard. A type of
katabatic wind also occurs when cold air drains from a glacier surface into the
valley below.
However, there are global patterns that we can observe as well. Let's start by
following movement in the northern hemisphere. Hot air rises from the equator,
creates a low-pressure area, and flows towards the north pole. The upper wind
flow is deflected to the right by the Coriolis Effect, which causes it to pile up
and move from west to east. The piled up air cools, creating a high pressure
area, and sinks; and as it accumulates on the surface it flows towards both the
equator and north pole. The air moving toward the equator is influenced by the
Coriolis Effect and moves from the northeast, and because of its direction is
called the northeast trade winds. (Wind is classified according to the direction
from which it is blowing.) The pole ward moving air also moves to the right
and is called the prevailing westerlies. The third wind belt develops as cold
polar air sinks and moves south, is deflected to the right, and is therefore called
the polar easterlies. The same air pattern occurs in the latitudes of the southern
hemisphere, except that the deflection of the wind is to the left rather than right.
Trade winds
The air at doldrums rises high over earth, recirculates poleward, and sinks back
toward the earth s surface in the region of horse latitudes, and converge near
surface to the doldrums. Surface air from the horse latitudes that moves back
toward the equator and is deflected by the Coriolis Force, causing the winds to
blow from the NE in the Northern Hemisphere and from SE in the Southern
Hemisphere is called trade winds. It means that in both hemispheres, they tend
to blow from the east to the west and towards the equator. Sometimes the trade
winds will just be called "easterly" to avoid having to specify the hemisphere.
These steady winds are called trade winds because they provided trade ships
with an ocean route to the New World.
Monsoons
A monsoon circulation is determined by the different heat capacity
characteristics of continents and oceans, e.g. similar to a sea/land breeze,
except that is occurs over a much larger area. In summer, the winds usually
flow from the water to the land, causing heavy rains inland. In winter, the
winds usually reverse, and the flow from the land to the sea results in dry
conditions.
The word "monsoon" is derived from the Arabic word "mausim" which means
season. Ancient traders sailing in the Indian Ocean used it to describe a system
of alternating winds which blow persistently from the northeast during the
northern winter and from the opposite direction, the southwest, during the
northern summer. Thus, the term monsoon actually refers solely to a seasonal
wind shift, and not to precipitation.
Even though the term monsoon was originally defined for the Indian
subcontinent, monsoon circulations exist in other locations of the world as well,
such as in Europe, Africa, Australia, and the west coasts of Chile and the
United States. Approximately 65 % of the world s population lives within
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monsoon regions. The most famous monsoon circulation occurs over India and
southeast Asia. During the summer, the air over the continent becomes much
warmer than the water surface, so the surface air moves from the water to the
land. The humid air from the water converges with dry air from over the
continent and produces precipitation over the region. Additional lifting from
hills and mountains causes copious amounts of precipitation to occur, over 400
inches at some locations! During the winter the flow reverses and the dominant
surface flow moves from the land to the water.

Monsoons (winter and summer) in India subcontinent
Mid latitude lows
In the northern hemisphere, air flows around a low-pressure area in a
counterclockwise direction. At the earth's surface, the air spirals toward the
center and converges. This convergence and rotation around a low-pressure
area is called a cyclone. The circulation forces the air upward, and these rising
convection currents carry heat and moisture which results in cooling, clouds,
and precipitation. In contrast, high-pressure areas in the northern hemisphere
circulate wind in an outward, clockwise direction. The air moving down to
replace the diverging air results in drier air, fewer clouds, and clear crisp
weather. Because it is the opposite of a cyclone, this movement of air around a
high-pressure area is called an anticyclone.
An air mass is a large volume of air that has the same general character, such as
temperature and moisture. It usually forms over a large body of land or sea with
uniform characteristics. A front is the area where two air masses collide. As
cold air pushes down from the pole during the winter, it dominates the warm
tropical air. The warm air retreats as the polar front moves southward. An
anticyclone can never form around a front because its nature is to push air
away; but a front provides an ideal place for a cyclone to arise and sweep over
thousands of square miles while intensifying its low pressure and speed. Most
cyclonic lows occur between 30 and 60 degrees, and are therefore called midlatitude lows.
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A mid-latitude low plan
Tropical cyclone (Hurricanes)
A mid-latitude cyclone and a tropical cyclone have only two things in common:
they each have a low-pressure area, and they each create bad weather. A midlatitude cyclone can occur at any time of the year; a tropical cyclone occurs
most often in the summer. A mid-latitude cyclone moves in a westerly direction
and takes an elliptical shape; a tropical cyclone moves from east to west and is
circular in shape. A mid-latitude cyclone is accompanied by an anticyclone and
frontal boundaries; a tropical cyclone has neither.
A tropical cyclone originates off the coast of large continents and over very
warm water. The rising and release of water vapor as latent heat provides the
energy that intensifies the storm. Interestingly, tropical cyclones do not
originate over the doldrums because there is no Coriolis force to help develop
sufficient rotary motion. A distinguishing feature of a tropical cyclone is its
eye, a calm in the center of the storm that is the result of subsiding warm air;
this calmness is in sharp contrast to the eye wall, an upward whirl of
thunderstorms that sometimes reach into the stratosphere.

Tropical cyclone (Hurricanes)
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Tornadoes
A tornado is the most devastating of cyclonic winds. Tornadoes usually form
near fast-moving cold fronts, and/or from within severe thunderstorms. The
clash of air masses with differing layers of temperature, moisture, wind flow
and density produces unstable, turbulent air movement. From within a
thundercloud a funnel suddenly appears and bobs up and down as it moves
toward the earth's surface. Whatever it touches on the ground is instantly
destroyed: The intensely spiraling air and extreme pressure gradient cause
buildings to literally explode as the air within them seeks to rush outward. Most
tornadoes occur in the Midwest and southeast United States in the spring and
early summer as cold dry air from the pole meets warm moist air from the
tropics

The photograph of a tornado
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Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Disparity(n.)
Can(n.)
Vacuum packed(adj.)
rush in(v.)
blow up(v.)
Puncture(v.)
Surplus(adj.)
Virtually(adv.)
go by(v.)
Curving (v.)
Deflection( n)
driving force (n.)
Chill (v.)
Contact (v.)

Pile up(v.)
Retreat(v.)
Dominate(v.)
Clockwise(adv.).
Counterclockwise(adj.)

Elliptical(adj.)
Circular(adj.)
Intensify(v. )
Rotary(adj.)
Turbulent(adj.)

Clash (n.)

inequality; difference
tin, aluminum container;
(Slang) jail, prison
sterilized, sanitized, has not
been touched
jumped in, leaped ahead, led
fill with air (e.g. a balloon)
perforate, make a hole;
pierce
more than is needed, extra,
excess, superfluous
in essence, in effect, almost,
pass; act according to, be
guided by
form into a curve, bend; turn
deviation, diversion, turning
aside
motivation, push that causes
things to be completed
cool, make cold; become
cold
establish
communication,
connect (with someone or
something)
collect,
accumulate;
be
heaped up
draw back, withdraw, pull
back, depart
control, rule, command
in the direction that the
hands of a clock move
in a direction opposite to that
of the normal rotation of the
hands of a clock
oval, egg-shaped; containing
ellipsis
going around in a circle;
shaped like a circle
make intense; strengthen,
increase, heighten
occurring around a central
axis; spinning around an axis
disturbed, troubled, agitated;
causing disturbance; causing
violence
sound of objects banging
together;
confrontation,
conflict
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Translation

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Pressure gradient (n.)

Coriolis force(n.)
Atmospheric mass (n.)
Zonally(adv.)

Meridionally(adv.)
.

Frost (n.)

Fog(n.)

Northeast trade winds (n.)
Prevailing westerlies(n.)

Polar easterlies(n.)

Cyclone( n)

Anticyclone( n)

Spiral( v)
Converge(v.)
Diverging air(adj&n)

Front(n.)

The change in atmospheric
pressure per unit horizontal
distance, usually measured
along a line perpendicular to
the isobars
The force is the result of
earth's rotation
Latitudinal
movements,
easterly or westerly, opposed
to meridional
Pertaining to longitudinal
movements or directions,
that is, northerly or southerly

small ice crystals coating a
cold surface; temperature at
which things freeze; cool
attitude,
cold treatment,
unfriendliness
Water droplets or, rarely, ice
crystals suspended in the air
in sufficient concentration to
reduce visibility appreciably.
The trade winds of the
Northern Hemisphere
The prevailing westerly winds
on the poleward sides of the
subtropical
high-pressure
belts.
The rather shallow and
diffuse body of easterly
winds located poleward of
the subpolar low-pressure
belt;
type of storm characterized
by high winds rotating
around a low pressure area
winds rotating around an
area of high atmospheric
pressure
wind, coil, twist around an
axis, form into a spiral,
meet,
come
together,
assemble
branch off from a common
point, go off in different
directions from a center
A
sloping
surface
of
discontinuity
in
the
troposphere, separating air
masses of different density or
temperature
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Translation

Lows(n.)
Hurricane(n. )

Cyclones
strong tropical storm

Latent heat(n.)

amount of heat required to
change a substance into a
new state; heat that does not
affect body temperature
A nautical term for the
equatorial
trough,
with
special reference to the light
and variable nature of the
winds
violent
and
destructive
funnel-shaped whirling wind,
whirlwind, twister

Doldrums(n.)

Tornado(n.)

Thunderstorm(n.)

electrical storm, storm
thunder and lightning

of

(VERB)
The Past Prefect Tense
had
Since After

to have

The disaster occurred because the city had been built on unconsolidated lake
bed sediments that became unstable when affected by the earthquake's shock
waves
The disaster

occurred

because

unconsolidated lake bed sediments
was affected by

that

the city
became

the earthquake's shock waves
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had been built on
unstable

when it

had

(been)

During the 1960s several scientists published papers that reviewed the
preponderance of evidence that had been gathered for the theory of continental
drift and it soon came to be known as the theory of plate tectonics
During
reviewed

the 1960s,

several scientists

the preponderance of evidence

the theory of continental drift

and

it

published
that

papers

that

had been gathered

for

soon came to be known as the

theory of plate tectonics

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
Choose the correct answer.
1- what is the cause of coriolis force?
A- pressure gradient
B-rotation of the earth
C-temperature gradient
D-latitudes and longitudes
2- How is speed of wind at the North Pole?
A- 1041 mph
B- 521 mph
C- zero
D- 12500 miles
3- When the pole ward moving air moves to the right, it is called .
A- The prevailing westerlies
B- Monsoon circulation
C- Katabatic wind
D- The polar easterlies
4- The term monsoon actually refers to .
A- Seasonal precipitation
B- the Indian subcontinent
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C- over Indian and southeast Asia
D- seasonal wind shift
5- Where do the most of cyclonic lows occur?
A- Between 30-60 degrees
B- Between 0-30 degrees
C- equatorial region
D- Between 60-90 degrees
6- When does a tropical cyclone occur?
A- At any time of year
B- In the winter
C- In the summer
D- Most often in fall
7- Tornadoes usually form near .
A- An anticyclone
B- Cold front
C- Warm water
D- doldrums
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Driving force, chill, turbulent, elliptical, clash
1- When airflow is disrupted by surface obstructions ..flow occurs
2- A group of 400 demonstrators .. with police
3- Glacials occur when the orbit is almost circular, and interglacials
when it is a more ..shape.
4- The differential heating between the low and high latitudes is the
primary ..for atmospheric circulation on all time scales
5- Katabatic winds are ..by contact with slopes that have themselves
been cooled by nocturnal radiation.

3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Meridionally , coriolis force , fog, westerlies, tornado
1- In effect, .can be thought of as 'cloud' at ground level.
2- The ., increases with distance from the Equator
3. are usually very short-lived, lasting for only an hour or two, and are
limited in size
4- In the general circulation of the atmosphere heat and moisture are
transported ..
5- in the fall and winter the ..increase in strength .
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Key Questions
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
3
×
4
5
×
6
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
turbulent
2
clashed
3
elliptical
4
driving force
5
chilled
3-A- Key words exercises
1
fog
2
Coriolis force
3
Tornadoes
4
meridionally
5
westerlies

C

D

×
×
×

B- 1:Analysis and translate following sentences

1- Roman philosophers, at the fall of the Roman Empire in AD 476, had
contributed little toward understanding the atmosphere
2- By the end of the 1950s semiconductors had appeared in computers and in
complex defence systems
3-Since 1950, El Ni os had been weak and short, but La Ni as were often big and
long, this pattern reversed after 1977.
B-2: Search geographic texts contain verbs of The Past Prefect Tense then
translate them.
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Soil
General Aims
The chapter soil states subjects about soil, soil classifications, soil orders and soil
forming factors This lesson also teaches several common and key words in geography
moreover help you to better translate specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of soil and do the comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of verb (Simple Future Tense) in sentences and do the related
exercises.

Pre-reading questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- Can you explain soil term?
2-Why do Soils and their horizons differ?
3-What is "Time" role in soils formation?
4- Can you tell about interactions of soil formation factors?
Soil definition
Soil covers a major portion of the earth's land surface. It is an important natural
resource that either directly or indirectly supports most of the planet's life. Life
here depends upon soil for food. Plants are rooted in soil and obtain needed
nutrients. Animals get their nutrients from plants or from other animals that eat
plants. Many animals make their homes or are sheltered in the soil. Microbes in
the soil cause the breakdown and decay of dead organisms, a process that in
turn adds more nutrients to the soil.
Soil is a mixture of mineral and organic materials plus air and water. The
contents of soil varies in different locations and is constantly changing. There
are many different kinds and types of soils. Each has certain characteristics
including a specific color and composition. Different kinds of soils support the
growth of different types of plants and determine how well that plant life
grows. Soil is formed slowly, but can be easily destroyed. Therefore, soil
conservation is important for continued support of life.
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Life depends upon soil for food
Soil classifications
The National Cooperative Soil Survey identifies and maps over 20,000
different kinds of soil in the United States. Most soils are given a name, which
generally comes from the locale where the soil was first mapped. Named soils
are referred to as soil series.
Soils are named and classified based on physical and chemical properties in
their horizons (layers). Soil Taxonomy uses color, texture, structure, and
other properties of the surface two meters deep to key the soil into a
classification system to help people use soil information. This system also
provides a common language for scientists.
Soils and their horizons differ from one another, depending on how and when
they formed. Soil scientists use five soil factors to explain how soils form and
to help them predict where different soils may occur. The scientists also allow
for additions and removal of soil material and for activities and changes within
the soil that continue each day.

Soil layers or horizons
Soil taxonomy at the highest hierarchical level identifies 12 soil orders. The
names for the orders and taxonomic soil properties relate to Greek, Latin, or
other root words that reveal something about the soil. Sixty-four suborders are
recognized at the next level of classification. There are about 300 great groups
and more than 2,400 subgroups. Soils within a subgroup that have similar
physical and chemical properties that affect their responses to management and
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manipulation are families. The soil series is the lowest category in the soil
classification system.
Soil Orders
Soil taxonomy at the highest hierarchical level identifies 12 soil orders. The
names for the orders and taxonomic soil properties relate to Greek, Latin, or
other root words that reveal something about the soil. Sixty-four suborders are
recognized at the next level of classification. There are about 300 great groups
and more than 2,400 subgroups. Soils within a subgroup that have similar
physical and chemical properties that affect their responses to management and
manipulation are families. The soil series is the lowest category in the soil
classification system.
Soil Forming Factors
Soil formation is roughly an inch (25 mm) in 1000 years or 600 t/ha. 1 ton/ha
per year is common for natural ecosystems but under cultivation, soil formation
increases somewhat. 'Sustainable' agriculture without ploughing achieves
annual soil losses of around 10t/ha for flat land, to 40t/ha for land with 10%
slope, which are still remarkably higher than natural replenishment.
Soil forms as a result of five soil formation factors. Differences in soil type within
and between regions are a result of the interactions between these factors.

Parent material: Parent material is the material from which a soil forms. It
consists of unconsolidated and more or less chemically weathered mineral or
organic material. Few soils weather directly from the underlying rocks. These
residual soils have the same general chemistry as the original rocks. More
commonly, soils form in materials that have moved in from elsewhere.
Materials may have moved many miles or only a few feet. Windblown loess
is common in the Midwest. It buries glacial till in many areas. Glacial till is
material ground up and moved by a glacier. The material in which soils form is
called parent material. In the lower part of the soils, these materials may be
relatively unchanged from when they were deposited by moving water, ice, or
wind.
Sediments along rivers have different textures, depending on whether the
stream moves quickly or slowly. Fast-moving water leaves gravel, rocks, and
sand. Slow-moving water and lakes leave fine textured material (clay and silt)
when sediments in the water settle out.
Climate: Climate determines the nature (physical, chemical or biological) and
rate of weathering (that acts on parent material to form soil).Soils vary,
depending on the climate. Temperature and moisture amounts cause different
patterns of weathering and leaching. Wind redistributes sand and other particles
especially in arid regions. The amount, intensity, timing, and kind of
precipitation influence soil formation. Seasonal and daily changes in
temperature affect moisture effectiveness, biological activity, rates of chemical
reactions, and kinds of vegetation.
Topography: There is a strong interaction between topography and vegetation
and their influence on soil formation. Slope and aspect affect the moisture and
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temperature of soil. Steep slopes facing the sun are warmer, just like the southfacing side of a house. Steep soils may be eroded and lose their topsoil as they
form. Thus, they may be thinner than the more nearly level soils that receive
deposits from areas upslope. Deeper, darker colored soils may be expected on
the bottomland. In fact Slope influences 1) the relative rate of water infiltration
into the soil, 2) surface runoff and its associated soil erosion, and 3) distribution
of vegetation
Aspect influences the angle at which the sun's rays strike the earth's surface.
Elevation influences vegetation and soil type. In the interior of British
Columbia climate becomes cooler and more wet as elevation increases from
valley bottoms to mountain tops. Such climate gradients are usually reflected in
a shift from grassland to forest and alpine plant communities
Biological factors. Plants, animals, microorganisms, and humans affect soil
formation. Animals and microorganisms mix soils and form burrows and pores.
Plant roots open channels in the soils. Different types of roots have different
effects on soils. Grass roots are fibrous near the soil surface and easily
decompose, adding organic matter. Taproots open pathways through dense
layers. Microorganisms affect chemical exchanges between roots and soil.
Humans can mix the soil so extensively that the soil material is again
considered parent material.
The native vegetation depends on climate, topography, and biological factors
plus many soil factors such as soil density, depth, chemistry, temperature, and
moisture. Leaves from plants fall to the surface and decompose on the soil.
Organisms decompose these leaves and mix them with the upper part of the
soil. Trees and shrubs have large roots that may grow to considerable depths.
Time. Time for all these factors to interact with the soil is also a factor. Over
time, soils exhibit features that reflect the other forming factors. Soil formation
processes are continuous. Recently deposited material, such as the deposition
from a flood, exhibits no features from soil development activities. The
previous soil surface and underlying horizons become buried. The time clock
resets for these soils. Terraces above the active floodplain, while genetically
similar to the floodplain, are older land surfaces and exhibit more development
features.
These soil-forming factors continue to affect soils even on stable landscapes.
Materials are deposited on their surface, and materials are blown or washed
away from the surface. Additions, removals, and alterations are slow or rapid,
depending on climate, landscape position, and biological activity.
When mapping soils, a soil scientist looks for areas with similar soil-forming
factors to find similar soils. The colors, texture, structure, and other properties
are described. Soils with the same kind of properties are given taxonomic
names. A common soil in the Midwest reflects the temperate, humid climate
and native prairie vegetation with a thick, nearly black surface layer. This layer
is high in organic matter from decomposing grass. It is called a mollic
epipedon. It is one of several types of surface horizons that we call
epipedons. Soils in the desert commonly have an ochric epipedon that is
light colored and low in organic matter. Subsurface horizons also are used in
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soil classification. Many forested areas have a subsurface horizon with an
accumulation of clay called an argillic horizon
Interactions of Soil Formation Factors
The formation of soil is a complex process, and the five soil formation factors
are active simultaneously and interdependently. Individual factors are of
interest because they help us simplify and explain soil formation. They are
particularly useful for soil survey and mapping, since soils are stratified on the
basis of individual formation factors.
In areas where there are slopes, humid climates will create rain that feeds the
streams and rivers responsible for the erosion of the land.
Gently sloping, vegetation-covered landscapes will change at rates and through
processes, such as soil creep, that are very different from the bedrock landslides
and debris flows that erode steep, sparsely vegetated slopes.
Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Nutrient(n.)

Shelter (v. )
Breakdown(n.)
Decay(n.)
allow for(v.)

Hierarchial(adj.)

Reveal(v.)
Manipulation(n.)

Settle(v. )
Reflect(v.)
Shift( n.)

Substances such as nitrogen
and phosphorus compounds
necessary for growth and
survival
give refuge, provide a safe
haven; seek protection
collapse, downfall; spoilage
decomposition
take into consideration, take
into account, keep in mind,
provide for
arranged according to a
hierarchy,
arranged
according to rank
show,
exhibit,
display;
expose, disclose, make public
act
of
managing
or
controlling; act of adapting or
changing to suit
one's
purpose
arrange; resolve

Native(adj.)
Density(n.)
Exhibit(v. )

send back
change in position, change in
direction; replacement
hole, lair, den
containing fibers; resembling
fibers
inherent, natural; local
compactness, closeness
show, demonstrate; present

Reset(v. )

set again

Genetically(adv.)
Stable(adj.)

from a genetic standpoint
steady, firm, fixed; lasting;
dependable,
search for, seek

Burrow(n.)
Fibrous(adj.)

look for(v.)
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Translation

Argillic horizon(n.)
Simultaneously(adv.)
Interdependently(adv.)

concurrently, at the same
time
in a mutually dependent
manner

Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
soil conservation(n.)

protection of land against
erosion

Soil horizons(n.)

Layers of soil

Translation

a,b,d,c
Soil taxonomy(n.)

Soil texture(n.)

Soil structure(n.)

Suborder(n.)
Affect(v.)
Soil series(n.)

Parent material(n.)
.

Weather(v. )

Residual soil(n.)

Windblown loess(n.)

Midwest(n.)

The classification of a soil in
a hierarchical system based
on its various properties.
Grouping goes from general
to specific.
The relative proportions of
sand (0.05-2mm), silt (0.0020.05mm)
and
clay
(< 0.002MM) sized particles in
a soil which affect both its
physical
and
chemical
properties.>
Arrangement of soil into
various aggregates, each
differing
in
The
characteristics of its particles.
subdivision of an order
influence
A family of soils having
similar
profiles,
and
developing
from
similar
Original materials under the
influence of similar climate
and vegetation
The source from which a
given soil is chiefly derived,
generally
consisting
of
bedrock or sediment
expose
to
atmospheric
conditions; become worn by
exposure to the weather
Pertaining to a residue left in
place after weathering of
rock
load of silt that is produced
by the erosion of outwash
and transported by wind
large agricultural area in
northern central USA from
Ohio to the Rocky Mountains,
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Great Plains, Middle West
The mass of rocks and finely
ground material carried by a
glacier, then deposited when
the ice melted. Creates an
unstratified
material
of
varying composition
solid matter which settles at
the bottom of a liquid;
material deposited by ice or
wind or water
The separation or dissolving
out of soluble constituents
from a rock or ore body by
percolation of water

Glacial till(n.)

Sediment(n.)

Leaching(n.)

Topsoil(n.)

Surface
soil,
usually
corresponding with the A
horizon, as distinguished
from Subsoil.
A lowland formed by alluvial
deposit about a lake basin or
a stream

Bottomland(n.)

Aspect

The direction toward which a
valley side or slope faces
with respect to the compass
or rays of the sun.
main root of a plant

Taproot(n.)
Terraces(n.)

flat section of earth with
sloping sides

Grammatical points
(VERB)
Simple Future Tense
tomorrow, soon, sooner,

Shall will
next week later

In areas where there are slopes, humid climates will create rain that feed the
streams and rivers responsible for the erosion of the land.
In areas
rain

that

where
feed

there are

slopes,

humid climates

the streams and rivers

erosion of the land.
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will create

responsible

for the

Shall

Shall will

will

won t

shan t

not

1- If possible, move all bookcases, file cabinets and other large pieces
of furniture away from exits so that if they do fall, they won't prevent
you from escaping
l
to

move all bookcases, file cabinets and other large pieces of furniture
If possible
do
if they do fall

6- How long will probation last?

Will/Shall
(Question Words.)
Will/Shall
to be

going to
will

1-a-Probation will last two weeks.
1-b-Probation is going to last two weeks.
2-a-They won't prevent you from escaping
2-b-They aren t going to prevent you from escaping

Future Continuous Tense
to
Will/Shall

be

Emergency workers w ill be assisting people in flooded areas. You can
help them by staying off the road.

will be assisting)
Future Prefect Tense
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Elderly residents will have left more difficulty their homes by next year
Emergency workers will have assisted people in flooded areas when we
reach.

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
1- What is important factor for continuation of life?
A- Soil nutrients
B-soil conservation
C-plants and animals
D-organic material
2- What is the lowest category in the soil classification system?
A- Soil series
B- Soil taxonomy
C- Soil order
D- Soil layer
3- What kinds of material are left by slow moving water?
A- gravel
B- rock
C- sand
D- silt
4- Deeper, darker colored soils can be find on .
A- Steep slops
B- Area upslope
C- The upland
D- The bottomland
5- Which factors cause different patterns of weathering and leaching?
A- Wind speed
B- Temperature and moisture
C- Intensity precipitation
D- Biological activity
6- Many forested area have a subsurface horizon with an accumulation
of clay called an .
A- orchric
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B- mollic
C- argillic
D- epipedons
7- Which option opens pathways through dense layers?
A- Grass roots
B- microorganism
C- humans
D- taproots
2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Nutrient, Interdependent, look for, Native, Hierarchical

1- Soil taxonomy at the highest .level identifies 12 soil orders.
2- we live in an increasingly ..world.
3- Many of Australia s .plants burn easily .
4- ..are substances that help plants and animals to grow
5- Scientists are looking for alternative energy to replace oil .

3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Terraces, Sediment, Windblown, Parent material, Soil horizons

1- Azonal soils don t have the well developed ...
2.is an important determinant of soil texture.
3- The
sand which forms the 60 ft duns
4- The disaster occurred because the city had been built on unconsolidated
lake bed ..that became unstable when affected by the earthquake's
shock waves
5. are near-level surface in a river valley that usually are covered by a
thin layer of gravel and alluvial.
Key Questions
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
×
3
4
5
×
6
7
2-A- Common words exercises
hierarchical
1
2
interdependent
3
native
4
Nutrients
5
looking for
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C

D

×
×
×
×

3-A- Key words exercises
Soil horizons
1
2
Parent material
Windblown
3
4
sediments
Terraces
5

B- 1:Analysis and translate following sentences

1- Gently sloping, vegetation-covered landscapes will change at rates and
through processes, such as soil creep, that are very different from the bedrock
landslides and debris flows that erode steep, sparsely vegetated slopes.
2- These changes in luminosity, and the sun's ultimate death as it becomes a red
giant and then a white dwarf, will have large effects on climate, with the red
giant phase possibly ending life on Earth.
3- A larger supercontinent will therefore have more area in which climate is
strongly seasonal than the several smaller continents or islands
4- With an absence of cloud, diurnal temperature ranges are very high; during
the day, temperatures will often exceed 30°C, whereas at night frosts may
occur, especially in the winter
B-2: Search geographic texts contain verbs of the future tense then
translate them.
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Vegetation
General Aims
The chapter vegetation states subjects about vegetation, the importance of natural
vegetation, and kinds of global natural vegetation.This lesson also teaches several
common and key words in geography moreover help you to better translate
specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of soil and do the comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of Noun and Adjective in sentences and do the related
exercises.

Pre-reading questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
1- Can you define soil term?
2-wolud you discus about importance of natural vegetation?
3-Base on global natural vegetation map, how many classes natural vegetation
are there?
4- What are characteristics of tundra?
vegetation
Vegetation is a general term for the plant life of a region; it refers to the
ground cover provided by plants. It is a general term, without specific reference
to particular taxa, life forms, structure, spatial extent, or any other specific
botanical or geographic characteristics. It is broader than the term flora which
refers exclusively to species composition. Perhaps the closest synonym is plant
community, but vegetation can, and often does, refer to a wider range of spatial
scales than that term does, including scales as large as the global. Primeval
redwood forests, coastal mangrove stands, sphagnum bogs, desert soil crusts,
roadside weed patches, wheat fields, cultivated gardens and lawns; all are
encompassed by the term vegetation.
In theory, natural vegetation is the grouping of plants, which has developed in
an area without human interference. Humans through forest clearance,
agriculture, and industry have changed most landscapes. It is argued that there
are relatively few areas of truly natural vegetation left. A particularly good
example of what appears to be natural vegetation, but is in fact much altered, is
savanna.
The vegetation cover of the Earth surface plays a recognized important role in
global climate regulation.
The importance of natural vegetation
Vegetation or natural vegetation supports critical functions in the biosphere, at
all possible spatial scales. Because the importance of natural vegetation those
forests in the United States are being managed to produce harvestable fiber and
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maintain cover, increase water storage, and retain litter. One major challenge is
to slow the rate of deforestation. If this trend could be reversed and if
reforestation occurs, some modeling studies suggest that, globally, forests
could sequester from 200 to 500 billion tons of carbon by 2090
The importances of natural vegetation are as fallows:
1- Terrestrial ecosystems remove atmospheric carbon dioxide by plant
photosynthesis during the day, which results in plant growth (roots and shoots)
and increases in microbial biomass in the soil. Plants release some of the stored
carbon back into the atmosphere through respiration. When a plant sheds leaves
and roots die, this organic material decays, but some of it can be protected
physically and chemically as dead organic matter in soils, which can be stable
for up to thousands of years. The decomposition of soil carbon by soil microbes
releases carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. This decomposition also mineralizes
organic matter, which makes nutrients available for plant growth. The total
amount of carbon stored in an ecosystem reflects the long-term balance
between plant production and respiration and soil decomposition.
2- Vegetation regulates the flow of numerous biogeochemical cycles, most
critically those of water, carbon, and nitrogen; it is also of great importance in
local and global energy balances. Such cycles are important not only for global
patterns of vegetation but also for those of climate.
3- Vegetation strongly affects soil characteristics, including soil volume,
chemistry and texture, which feedback to affect various vegetation
characteristics, including productivity and structure.
4- Vegetation serves as wildlife habitat and the energy source for the vast array
of animal species on the planet and, ultimately, to those that feed on these.
5-Vegetation is critically important to the world economy, particularly in the
use of fossil fuels as an energy source, but also in the global production of
food, wood, fuel and other materials.
6- Lastly, vegetation is psychologically important to humans, who evolved in
direct contact with, and dependence on, vegetation, for food, shelter, and
medicine
Kinds of global natural vegetation
There are 13 natural vegetation classes base on the new global natural
vegetation map. The classes are tropical evergreen forest, temperate deciduous
trees, mixed forest, boreal evergreen forest, boreal seasonal forest, savanna,
grasslands, shrubland, semi-desert, tundra, desert, tropical seasonal forest. Now
some of them are explained.
Tropical rainforest is a dense forest, comprising tall trees, growing in areas of
very high rainfall. Tropical rainforest is developed in hot, totally frost-free
conditions, where rainfall is both abundant and well distributed throughout the
year Forests are dominated by broad-leafed evergreen trees, which shed old
leaves and grow new leaves continuously. There is a great variety of species (it
is estimated that there are 2500 tree species in Malaysia alone
The large biomass of tropical forests is not supported by fertile soils in fact
the reverse, for the soils are heavily leached and devoid of bases Tropical
rainforests are being seriously depleted and rapidly cleared by human activity
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Kinds of forests
Deciduous forest is a type of forest comprising trees that experience annual
leaf fall (usually in the autumn or 'fall'). These trees are mainly broad-leafed
(such as oak, beech ash, birch and maple), but some conifers in middle and
high latitudes (e.g. larch) have the deciduous habit. Deciduous trees are better
adapted than conifers to competing in the climatic conditions of areas such as
W Europe. In particular, they are well adjusted to the longer growing season,
with six months or more of mean temperatures in excess of 6°C, and to the
annually well distributed rainfall (in the range 750-1000 mm), which provides a
winter surplus compensating for any summer deficit caused by
evapotranspiration exceeding precipitation. The canopy of the forest gives only
partial shade in summer (and very little in winter and spring), so that an
undergrowth of saplings shrubs, flowers and grasses is able to thrive Most
natural deciduous forest has been destroyed or modified by people
Boreal forest is the largely coniferous forest occupying vast areas of north
America and Eurasia mainly between the latitudes 45°N and 75°N, offering a
good example of a biome. Climatic conditions here are harsh, with cold winters
and brief summers. There is a short growing season, always of less than 6
months and sometimes of only 3 months, and rainfall is low (up to 500 mm
yr1) but adequate for tree growth. Over much of the boreal forest zone, the
trees are evergreen; species such as fir, pine and spruce are dominant. These are
adapted to the environmental conditions (e.g. the short and flexible branches
shed heavy snow, and the small needle-like leaves reduce transpiration during
winter, when freezing of the soil imposes a physiological drought).
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Coniferous forest
Savanna is a type of vegetation that is transitional between the rainforests of
the humid tropics and the short grass and scrub of the hot desert margins. It is
widely distributed in seasonally arid parts of Africa, sought America and
Australia. Savanna is often regarded as synonymous with 'tropical grassland'.
The plants of the savanna display clear adaptation to the strongly seasonal
climate. However, savanna vegetation has also been much modified by fire,
which, over the thousands of years of occupation and exploitation by
pastoralists, has reduced the extent of woodland and encouraged the growth of
grasses. Many tree species have been unable to survive, and only fire-resistant
trees (such as the baobab,) are found in many localities.
Grasslands are category of vegetation occurring in areas which experience a
season of prolonged drought but which have some rainfall coinciding with the
period of growth. The major types are tropical grasslands (savanna), midlatitude grasslands, mountain grasslands, an altitudinal zone above the tree line.
In Britain, grassland occurs widely largely what once must have been forest.
Tundra is the zone lying between the latitudinal limits of tree growth and the
polar ice. (In reality, the tundra is a feature of the Northern Hemisphere only.)
Winters are severe, with temperatures falling as low as
C at the northern
limits. The growing season is brief and cool with the mean temperature of the
warmest month rarely exceeding 10°C. Tundra is associated with the extensive
development of permafrost, which restricts root penetration and leads to water
logging of the soil in many areas in summer Soils are mainly skeletal, owing to
the predominance of freeze thaw weathering, and the vegetation comprises
mosses and lichens, low woody plants and deciduous dwarf shrubs up to 2 m in
height (willow, alder, birch) along the southern, less severe margins of the
zone.
Desert is an arid region that experiences very low annual rainfall and, as a
result, has little or no vegetation. Most of the world's deserts lie between 1530°N and S of the Equator, corresponding with the sub-tropical belt of high
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pressure. Here the air is generally sinking, hence the lack of convective activity
leading to cloud formation and the lack of rain. With an absence of cloud,
diurnal temperature ranges are very high; during the day, temperatures will
often exceed 30°C, whereas at night frosts may occur, especially in the winter.
While the term 'desert' is most often associated with hot deserts, it also applies
to regions of low rainfall in polar areas, e.g. large parts of Antarctica.

Desert vegetation
Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Interference(n.)
Recognized(adj.)
Function (n.)
Critical( adj.)
Harvestable(adj.)
Maintain(v. )

Sequester(v. )

act
of
impeding
or
obstructing;
identified;
known,
acknowledged
duty, role; use, purpose;
judgmental;
important,
crucial
able to be harvested, able to
be gathered in
keep in existence, sustain;
keep in good condition,
preserve
segregate,
separate,
set
apart;

Shoot(n. )

newly grown plant stem

Microbial(adj)

.
bacterial,
of
a
microorganism
. total weight of an organism
in a designated unit of area;
total volume of organisms in
a designated unit of volume
act of breathing; making
breathe, ventilating

Biomass(n.)

Respiration(n. )
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Translation

Terrestrial(adj.)

Sheds( v.)
Decomposition(n.)
mineralize (v.)

Regulate(v.)

Feedback(n.)

Wildlife(n.)
Array(n.)
Psychologically(adv.)

Evolve(v. )

Comprise(v.)
frost-free (adj.)
devoid of(n)
Compete(v.)

of or relating to land (as
opposed to water), earthly;
of this world, temporal,
mundane
pour,; let fall; strip,
remove; scatter, spread;
disintegration; decay, rot
transform into mineral form;
make into a mineral; deposit
minerals
into
(also
mineralise)
control, govern, manage;
adjust to a specific level or
condition
return of part of the output
(of a circuit, amplifier, etc.)
to the input
wild animals; animals in their
natural environment
display; layout; clothing
from the point of view of
psychology; mentally, by the
mind
develop, gradually change or
mature
over
time;
be
developed, be changed
include; be composed of
No frieezing
lacking, without, empty

Deficit(n.)

contest, contend against
another
more than is needed, extra,
excess, superfluous
lack; shortage

Thrive(v.)

prosper, flourish, succeed

Adequate(v.)

sufficient, suitable; barely
passable, tolerable
shepherd, one who herds
livestock

Surplus(adj.)

Pastoralist(n.)

Exploitation(n.)
Occupation(n.)

Diurnal(adj. )
Restrict(v. )
owing to

selfish
use,
imposition,
utilization, taking advantage
act of forcefully taking
possession of an area,
seizure;
conquest;
possession or settlement of
land
daily, of the day; of the
daytime;
limit, regulate, constrict, curb
due to, because of
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Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Savanna(n.)

Biosphere(n.)
Litter(n.)
.

Deforestation(n.)
Reforestation(n.)

plain covered with coarse
grasses and characterized by
seasonal rainfall
areas of the earth where life
exists
Leaf litter, or forest litter, is
the detritus of fallen leaves
and bark which accumulate
in forests
process of clearing forests or
trees
process of replanting trees,
reestablishment of a forest

Biogeochemical(adv.)
Productivity(n.)
Evergreen plants (adj.&n.)

Deciduous(adj.)

Boreal(Adj.)

Shrubland(n.)
Semi-arid(adj.)

Broad Leafed(adj.)
Conifer(n.)
Undergrowth(n.)
Sapling(n. )
Biome(n.)

generativeness, creativeness;
fruitfulness
having green leaves all the
year round (about a tree,
shrub, etc.)
of
passing
interest;
temporary and shed after
period of time (of leaves,
baby teeth, etc.)
Describes the northern biotic
area that is dominated by
tundra, taiga, and coniferous
forests.

area of land that is covered
in low bushes or trees
somewhat arid, having some
of the characteristics of a
desert

cone-bearing tree or shrub
underbrush, small trees or
shrubs beneath larger trees
young tree; young male,
youth
distinct ecological community
(such as a rainforest, desert,
etc

Harsh(adj.)

rough, coarse

Spruce(n.)

variety
of
coniferous
evergreen tree
timberline, altitude above
which plants and trees
cannot grow
vast and treeless arctic

Tree line(n.)

Tundra(n. )
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Translation

Skeletal(adj.)
Freeze-thaw( n.)
Moss(n.)

Lichen(n.)

region (found for example in
Siberia, northern Canada,
and Lapland)
extremely thin
Frost and melt
any of various kinds of small
leafy plants which grow in
clusters on different surfaces
plant organism made up of a
fungus and an alga which
grow together on rocks

Grammatical points
Adjective and Noun

Desert is an arid region that experiences very low annual rainfall and, as a
result, has little or no vegetation.

1- Climate is the average weather pattern in a place over many years, weather
is the mix of events that happen each day in our atmosphere including
temperature, rainfall and humidity.
2- Some mass-movement processes act very slowly; others occur very
suddenly, often with disastrous results.
4-Erosion is a noticeable intrinsic natural process but in many places, it is
increased by human land use.
5-Much larger eruptions, known as large igneous provinces, occur only a few times
every hundred million years, but may cause global warming and mass extinctions

7- What causes of this movement?
8- There are a variety of climate change feedbacks that can either amplify or diminish
The initial forcing

Comparison Adjectives

Positive Adjective
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1- The climate is as important as tectonics in geomorphology of the Earth.
2- Three to four billion years ago the sun emitted only 70% as much power as
it does today.
3- The climate is so not unimportant as tectonics in geomorphology of the
Earth
as

as

as
so not
Comparative Adjectives

1- Because of the stabilizing effect of the oceans on temperature, yearly
temperature variations are generally lower in coastal areas than they are inland.
2-A larger supercontinent will therefore have more area in which climate is
strongly seasonal than will several smaller continents or islands.
3- Marine currents move beach sand on a more regular basis than storms
4- The Earth s mantle is much less massive than its core
5- At first this new atmosphere contained much more carbon dioxide and much
less free oxygen than it does now, so that we would have been quite unable to
breathe it

er

Small

more

Lowe

regular basis
than
than

massive

less

Superlative
Adjectives
The
est
the most
the least
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Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
1- What is the grouping of plants, which has developed in an area
without human interference?
A- Specific botanical
B-natural vegetation
C-savanna
D-coastal mangrove
2- Which option is important for global climate pattern?
A- Soil chemistry and texture
B- Global production of wood
C- Biogeochemical cycle
D- Psychologically role of vegetation
3- Which kind of vegetation develop in hot and rainy climate?
A- Tropical rainforest
B- Deciduous forest
C- willow
D- grassland
4- which is the dominant species in the boreal forest?

ABCD-

baobab
shrub
alder
pine

5- Where do most of world s deserts lie?
A- between 15-30 N and S
B- 45 N and 75 N
C- Near polar ice
D- Between the rainforest and the short grass
6- Tundra is associated with .
A- Diurnal temperature ranges
B- Longer growing season
C- permafrost
D- abundant rainfall
7- Deciduous forests are well adjusted .
A- 6 C mean temperatures
B- 750- 1000 mm annually rainfall
C- Exceed 30 C temperatures
D- Abundant rainfall
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2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Critical, regulate, deficit, respiration, biomass
1- The ..of plants increases oxygen and decrease carbon dioxide
2- Freezing point, since many plants are vulnerable to frost is
..temperature
3- biofuel is derived from .
4- Other water vapor indicators include dew point temperature, saturation
, and the mixing ratio.
5- Dams, levees and channels can .general flood.

3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following words:
Tree line, Semi-arid, Boreal, Evergreen plants, Litter

12345-

. are trees or bushes which have green leave all the year round.
Plant ..is decayed very rapidly by bacterial activity.
Badlands are particularly characteristic of semi-arid regions
species such as fir, pine and spruce are dominant in . forest.
In the USA the .is known as the timberline.
Key Questions

1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
3
×
4
5
×
6
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
respiration
2
critical
3
biomass
4
deficit
5
regulate
3-A- Key words exercises
Evergreen plants
1
2
litter
Semi-arid
3
Boreal
4
5
tree line
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C

D

×
×
×

appeared.
1-B: select one paragraph of the lesson and denote adverbs and
kinds of adverbs.

2-B: Search geographic texts contain Comparison Adjectives then
translate them.
3-B- attention to the fallowing examples and try analysis and translate them

1- In other words base-level of erosion represents the lowest level to which a
fluvial dissected land surface can be lowered.
2- Plants, both living and decaying constitute by far the greatest proportion
of the Earth's biomass
3-- Among the most serious environmental hazards are river floods,
earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, landslides and glacial outbursts.
4- The most powerful earthquakes are associated with major fault-lines - for
example, the San Andreas 'megashear', which gave rise to the great San
Francisco earthquake of 1906 and the severe Turkish earthquake on the
Anatolian Fault in 1999.
5- The most severe earthquake of the last millennium occurred at Shaanxi,
China, causing 830,000 people to lose their lives.
Whether the situation was different in the past; at some periods Mars may have
been less unfriendly than it is now, and it is at least possible that life
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Global Climate Change
General Aims
The chapter global climate change states subjects about climate change, causes of
climate change and the climate change effects.This lesson also teaches several
common and key words in geography moreover help you to better translate
specialized texts about geography.
Behavioral Objectives:
After studying this lesson, you will be able to:
1- Understand the meaning of soil and do the comprehension exercises.
2- Define the meaning of some common words and do the related exercises.
3- Define the meaning of some key words and do the related exercises.
4- Know the role of adverb in sentences and do the related exercises.

Pre- Reading Questions
After reading the lesson, you must be able to answer the following
questions:
5- How is climate changed?
6- What are Factors caused changing climate ?
7- What can we do to cut down climate change ?
8- What are the effects of climate change ?
What is climate change?
Climate change is a change in the statistical distribution of weather over
periods of time that range from decades to millions of years. It can be a change
in the average weather or a change in the distribution of weather events around
an average (for example, greater or fewer extreme weather events). Climate
change may be limited to a specific region, or may occur across the whole
Earth.
In recent usage, especially in the context of environmental policy, climate
change usually refers to changes in modern climate. It may be qualified as
anthropogenic climate change, more generally known as "global warming" or
"anthropogenic global warming" (AGW).
This 'climate change' could have a huge impact on our lives. Global
temperatures have risen by 0.6 degrees Celsius in the last 130 years. This rise
in global temperatures leads to huge impacts on a wide range of climate related
factors. Levels of carbon dioxide, methane and nitrous oxide gases are rising,
mainly as a result of human activities. Carbon dioxide is being dumped in the
atmosphere at an alarming rate. Since the Industrial Revolution, humans have
been pumping out huge quantities of carbon dioxide, raising carbon dioxide
concentrations by 30%. The burning of fossil fuels is partly responsible for this
huge increase. Methane levels in the atmosphere have increased by 145% since
the Industrial Revolution. This increase is a result of gas produced by livestock
and paddy fields.
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What are causes of climate change?
Factors that can shape climate include such processes as variations in solar
radiation, deviations in the Earth's orbit, mountain-building and continental
drift, and changes in greenhouse gas concentrations by human activities.
Evidence is gathering that human activities are changing the
climate. Anthropogenic factors are human activities that change the
environment. Some of causes are explained as follows:
-Plate tectonics
Over the course of millions of years, the motion of tectonic plates reconfigures
global land and ocean areas and generates topography. This can affect both
global and local patterns of climate and atmosphere-ocean circulation.
The position of the continents determines the geometry of the oceans and
therefore influences patterns of ocean circulation. The locations of the seas are
important in controlling the transfer of heat and moisture across the globe, and
therefore, in determining global climate. A recent example of tectonic control
on ocean circulation is the formation of the Isthmus of Panama about 5 million
years ago, which shut off direct mixing between the Atlantic and Pacific
Oceans. This strongly affected the ocean dynamics of what is now the Gulf
Stream and may have led to Northern Hemisphere ice cover. During the
Carboniferous period, about 300 to 360 million years ago, plate tectonics may
have triggered large-scale storage of carbon and increased glaciations.
Geologic evidence points to a "megamonsoonal" circulation pattern during the
time of the supercontinent Pangaea, and climate modeling suggests that the
existence of the supercontinent was conducive to the establishment of
monsoons
- Solar output
The sun is the predominant source for energy input to the Earth. Both long- and
short-term variations in solar intensity are known to affect global climate.
Three the sun emitted only 70% as much power as it does today. If the
atmospheric composition had been the same as today, liquid water should not
have existed on Earth. Over the following approximately 4 billion years, the
energy output of the sun increased and atmospheric composition changed, with
the oxygenation of the atmosphere around 2.4 billion years ago being the most
notable alteration. Solar output also varies on shorter time scales, including the
11-year solar cycle and longer-term modulations. Solar intensity variations are
considered to have been influential in triggering the Little Ice Age, and some of
the warming observed from 1900 to 1950. The cyclical nature of the sun's
energy output is not yet fully understood; it differs from the very slow change
that is happening within the sun as it ages and evolves. While most research
indicates solar variability has induced a small cooling effect from 1750 to the
present, a few studies point toward solar radiation increases from cyclical
sunspot activity affecting global warming and several near-misses per decade.
-Volcanism
Volcanism is a process of conveying material from the crust and mantle of the
Earth to its surface. Volcanic eruptions, geysers, and hot springs, are examples
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of volcanic processes which release gases and/or particulates into the
atmosphere.
Eruptions large enough to affect climate occur on average several times per
century, and cause cooling (by partially blocking the transmission of solar
radiation to the Earth's surface) for a period of a few years. The eruption of
Mount Pinatubo in 1991, the second largest terrestrial eruption of the 20th
century (after the 1912 eruption of Novarupta) affected the climate
substantially. Global temperatures decreased by about 0.5 °C (0.9 °F). The
eruption of Mount Tambora in 1815 caused the Year Without a Summer. Much
larger eruptions, known as large igneous provinces, occur only a few times
every hundred million years, but may cause global warming and mass
extinctions.
Volcanoes are also part of the extended carbon cycle. Over very long
(geological) time periods, they release carbon dioxide from the Earth's crust
and mantle, counteracting the uptake by sedimentary rocks and other geological
carbon dioxide sinks. According to the US Geological Survey, however,
estimates are that human activities generate more than 130 times the amount of
carbon dioxide emitted by volcanoes.
- Human influences
Anthropogenic factors are human activities that change the environment. In
some cases the chain of causality of human influence on the climate is direct
and unambiguous (for example, the effects of irrigation on local humidity),
while in other instances it is less clear. Various hypotheses for human-induced
climate change have been argued for many years. Presently the scientific
consensus on climate change is that human activity is very likely the cause for
the rapid increase in global average temperatures over the past several decades.
Consequently, the debate has largely shifted onto ways to reduce further human
impact and to find ways to adapt to change that has already occurred.
Of most concern in these anthropogenic factors is the increase in CO2 levels
due to emissions from fossil fuel combustion, followed by aerosols (particulate
matter in the atmosphere) and cement manufacture. Other factors, including
land use, ozone depletion, animal agriculture and deforestation, are also of
concern in the roles they play - both separately and in conjunction with other
factors - in affecting climate, microclimate, and measures of climate variables.
What will the effects be?
Do you want to look at the possible effects of climate change globally ?
Climate change in the recent past may be detected by corresponding changes in
settlement and agricultural patterns. Archaeological evidence, oral history and
historical documents can offer insights into past changes in the climate.
Climate change effects have been linked to the collapse of various civilisations
Some of the effects are as follows :
- Greenhouse Effect'
There are some uncertainties as to what effects a change in climate might have
on the earth. To predict what might happen, we first need to start by
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understanding how the increase in gases such as carbon dioxide and methane
affect our climate.
The sun rays hit the earth and some are reflected back into space. However,
gases in the atmosphere such as carbon dioxide and methane form a barrier for
sunlight. The suns rays hit the earth, but when they are reflected back out into
space, they are trapped in the atmosphere. The sun rays cannot escape from the
earth's atmosphere, and the earth heats up. This is called the 'Greenhouse
Effect'.
- Glaciers advancing and retreating
Glaciers are considered among the most sensitive indicators of climate change,
advancing when climate cools and retreating when climate warms. Glaciers
grow and shrink; both contributing to natural variability and amplifying
externally forced changes. A world glacier inventory has been compiled since
the 1970s, initially based mainly on aerial photographs and maps but now
relying more on satellites. This compilation tracks more than 100,000 glaciers
covering a total area of approximately 240,000 km2, and preliminary estimates
indicate that the remaining ice cover is around 445,000 km2. The World Glacier
Monitoring Service collects data annually on glacier retreat and glacier mass
balance From this data, glaciers worldwide have been found to be shrinking
significantly, with strong glacier retreats in the 1940s, stable or growing
conditions during the 1920s and 1970s, and again retreating from the mid
1980s to present.
-A rise in global sea levels
We already know that a global temperature rise of 2.5 degrees Celsius will
have a detrimental effect on the earth. One impact of climate change would be
a rise in global sea levels. If the heat from the sun cannot escape through the
earth's atmosphere then the ice at the north and south poles could melt. This
could have a huge effect on the low lying areas of the world.
In 1998, 46 million people live in areas at risk of flooding (BBC News, 1997).
This amount could increase rapidly if sea levels rose. Scientists estimate that a
sea rise of only 50 centimeters would increase the number of people at risk to
92 million. A sea level rise of 1 meter would put 118 million people at risk.
Scientists believe that there will be a sea level rise of 50 centimeters over the
next 40 to 100 years (BBC News, 1997).
Researches show the grate amount of land would be lost in the Nile Delta if the
world's oceans rose by 1.5 meters. The rise in sea level would also make
millions of people homeless and ruin valuable farmland.
-A change in vegetation zones
A change in climate would have an effect on the world's vegetation zones. We
would see a change in the boundaries between grassland, forest and shrubland.
This change in vegetation zones could cause famine in arid areas such as Africa
that depends on a certain type of crop. The change in vegetation would cause
mass movement of people away from arid regions. This could cause huge
over-crowding in towns and cities.
- An increase in disease levels
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The range of pests could also change if the vegetation changed. This could
bring about an increase in disease levels.
Scientist believes that if the temperature increased by 3-5 degrees Celsius, the
number of people potentially exposed to malaria (caught from the mosquito)
could increase from 45% to 60% of the world's population. This could lead to
an extra 50-80 million cases of malaria a year (BBC News, 1997).
-Change in ecosystems
Ecosystems could be affected by a change in temperature. It has been
predicted that an increase in temperature would affect species composition.
Scientists also believe that up to two thirds of the world's forests would
undergo major changes. Scientists believe that deserts would become hotter,
and desertification would extend and become harder to reverse.
-What we can do to stop the process of global warming
All these changes could occur if we carry on polluting the atmosphere with
gases. There are many things we as individuals can do to help slow down any
increase in global temperatures.
Carbon dioxide has an effective lifetime of about 100 years. This means that
any changes in the atmosphere will take along time to develop. If we cut down
on the amount of carbon dioxide we use, the rate of climate change will slow
down.
We could also use less carbon dioxide by using better insulation in our homes.
This would lessen the need to burn fossil fuels such as coal and oil that give off
carbon dioxide. We could also switch to using renewable sources of energy
such as wind or solar power.

Common words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
Region(n.)

Qualify(v.)

Anthropogenic(adj.)

Concentration(n. )
Dump(v.)
Paddy field(n.)
Livestock(n.)
as to
Amplify(v.)

An area having some
characteristic or
characteristics that
distinguish it from other
areas.
train, certify; meet the
minimum standards; limit,
restrict
relating to the genesis of the
human race and its
development
strength of a solution;
drop abruptly, throw down;
empty out
rice paddy, rice field
animals which are raised and
kept on a farm or ranch
as for, with regards to,
concerning
strengthen, reinforce, make
stronger; expan
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Translation

Shrink(v.)
Inventory(n.) ;
relying on(v.)
Detrimental(adj. )
Famine(n.)
Overcrowding(n.)
Pest(n. )

Bring about(v.)
Mosquito(n. )

Species(n.)

Desertification(n.)
Invertebrate(n.)
Carry on (v.)
. Cut down(v)
Insulation(n.)

Give off(v.)
Renewable(adj.)
Archaeological(adj )

civilisations (n.)

contract, become smaller
stock; list of assets
depending on -, based on
damaging, injurious, harmful
starvation, great hunger;
severe food shortage
state of being overcrowded;
act of excessively filling
something that harms plants;
nuisance, someone or
something annoying
bring forth, make happen,
cause
any of numerous small
winged insects whose
females suck the blood of
animals and humans
most basic biological
classification comprised of
individuals that are able to
breed with each other but
not with others
transformation from fertile
land to desert terrain
animal which has no
backbone
continue; behave wildly or
childishly
degrade, insult; reduce,
decrease
closing or sealing off;
isolation, separation; material
which blocks or retards the
passage of heat
emit; send out
can be restored to good
condition; can be resumed;
. pertaining to archaeology,
pertaining to the study of
ancient cultures through their
artifacts
society, culture (of a group
of people or a particular
place); highly developed
social and economic structure
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Key words: Definition and Translation
Word
Definition
extreme weather events(n)

global warming(n.)

The highest, and in some
cases the lowest, value of a
climatic element observed
during a given period or
during a given month or
season of that period; if this
is the whole period for which
observations are available, it
is the absolute extreme.
gradual increase of the
average global temperature

greenhouse gases(adj.n.)

any of several types of gases
that are thought to cause
global warming

climate related factors

The agents of climate which
having relationships with
themselves
Pertaining to or formed
during a period of geologic
time between two successive
glacial epochs or between
two glacial stages
The flat or slight region

Interglacial(adj.)

Low lying areas(adj. &n.)

Translation

Grammatical points
Adverb

(here, by)
(Why?, When?,

(quickly, fast
)
often, nerve
(quit, rather, very,

now, yet
Where?, how?

1- Some mass-movement processes act very slowly; others occur very
suddenly, often with disastrous results.
2- Tornadoes usually form near fast-moving cold fronts, and/or from
within severe thunderstorms
3- Plant biomass varies considerably with climate and vegetation type
4- Lateral discontinuities also have been distinguished and mapped through seismic
tomography but shall not be discussed here

5- It is likely that mass movements will occur anywhere in the country that
have been affected by historic landslides and areas that have potential steep
slopes
6- Life here depends upon soil for food.
7- Climatic conditions here are harsh, with cold winters and brief summers.
- The cyclical nature of the sun's energy output is not yet fully understood;
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- Steep sided valleys are often found in young mountain areas where the land
is still being lifted to create mountains.
- Dew is possible wherever warm moist air passes over a cool surface, but is
mainly the result of nocturnal cooling of the ground on a still, cloudless night.
- Why do we live on the Earth?
12- Glaciers are considered among the most sensitive indicators of climate change,[33]
advancing when climate cools and retreating when climate warms

13-Badland is a landscape made up of a maze of steep-sided gullies, which are
difficult to cross and too steep for cultivation
slowly, suddenly, considerably, mainly ,fast

near, here, anywhere, within

yet

still

to be

yet

still
usually

often
to be

too, just,almost
too
too
why , when, where ,how

Relative Pronouns
who, whom, that,which,

whose
that who ,whom,
of which whose
that

that

who

which
that

- Erosion is distinguished from weathering, which is the process of chemical
or physical breakdown of the minerals in the rocks
2- morphostructures derives from the work of I. P. Gerasimov, who defined
various structural units, called morphostructures
3- obsequent stream is a stream whose course runs opposite to the 'original'
slope of the land surface
4- Pangaea is a Hypothetical super continent that existed in the geological past.
Its break-up created the current configuration of landmasses found on the
Earth.
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I. P.

who

Pangaea
whose

erosion
that

stream

which

Gerasimov
Course

Exercises:
Part A
1-A- Comprehension
1- Which gas is produced by livestock and paddy fields?
A- Carbon dioxide
B-Methane
C-Nitrous oxide
D-Oxygen
2- Anthropogenic factors that can change climate include ..
A- Human activities
B- Mountain building
C- Variations in solar
D- Continental drift
3- What is a recent example of tectonic control on ocean circulation?
A- Connection Atlantic and Pacific oceans
B- Mega monsoonal circulation pattern
C- Formation of the Isthmus of panama
D- Formation of the super continent Pangea
4- According to the geological survey which factor generate more carbon
dioxide?

ABCD-

Solar output
Plate tectonics
volcanoes
human activities

5- What is the name of phenomena which the sun rays can not escape
from the earth's atmosphere and the earth get warmer?
A- Glaciers retreating
B- Green house effect
C- Chang in ecosystems
D- Rise in sea level
6- If the world's oceans rise 1.5 meters, what would be lost?
A- 92 million people
B- Boundaries between grassland and forest
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C- Glaciers
D- Nile Delta
7- If we cut down the amount of
change will slow down.
A- Carbon dioxide
B- irrigation
C- cement manufacture
D- deforestation

.. which we use, the rate of climate

2-A- Common words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
Paddy field, livestock, qualify, insulation, civilization
1- Many of ancient .. were located next to rivers.
2- Many alone people have felling of . and loneliness
3- I . as a Geomorphologist from Tehran university over 10 years ago
4- The heavy rains and flooding killed scores of
5- The ..of Gylan province are used for growing rice

6- 3-A- Key words exercises
Fill in the blank with the correct word of the following list:
Interglacial, global warming, extreme weather events, Low lying areas, greenhouse
gases,
1- Many scientists predict that an increase in temperature would cause .
2often locate on river tresses. .
3- The primary .. in the Earth's atmosphere are water vapor, carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, and ozone A warm period between glacial epochs is
named ..
4- The severe droughts and floods are ..
Key Questions
1-A- Comprehension
Question
A
B
1
×
2
×
3
4
5
×
6
7
×
2-A- Common words exercises
1
civilizations
2
insulation
3
qualified
4
Live stocks
5
Paddy fields
3-A- Key words exercises
global warming
1
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C

D

×
×
×

2
3
4
5

Low lying areas
greenhouse gases
Interglacial
extreme weather events

1-B- Read the lesson carefully and denote kinds of adverb.

2-B: Denote and analysis relative pronouns in the follow ing
sentences.
2
1- Intrazonal soil is a type of soil whose formation is related not to general climatic
controls (as in zonal soils), but to particular conditions of rock type or ground water
2- Manual worker is a person who works with their hands, often in a factory.
4- The area was given this name by 16th century English merchant sailors, who found
themselves trapped by lack of a "trade" wind to carry them onward to the next port of
call
5- Seismology on Earth deals with the study of vibrations that are produced by
earthquakes, the impact of meteorites, or artificial means such as an explosion.
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